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Gordon Out On
Reduced Bond
After an attorney's motion and a
recommendation from a federal
probation officer to reduce a $50,000
bond to $5,030, Kenneth W. Gordon, 25,
Benton, was released from the
Christian County Jail following his
arrest Sept. 27.
Reduction of the bond came Wed-
nesday by U.S. District Judge Edward
H. Johnstone. Gordon's attorney, Gary
Haverstock, Murray, entered the
motion to reduce the bond at Gordon's
arraignment.
On recommendation of the federal




WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S.
Court of Appeals is hearing arguments
in atheist Madelyn Murray O'Hair's
suit to stop Pope John Paul II frbm
celebrating Mass Sunday on federal
parkland.
The court scheduled today's hearing
just hours after Ms. O'Hair's
Washington attorney asked for a review
of a lower court ruling that rejected the
atheist's legal argument.
U.S. District Judge Oliver Gasch on•
Wednesday rejected her view that the
Mass would be illegal because it would
violate the constitutional doctrine that
calls for separation of church and state.
Ms. O'Hair's Washington attorney,
Joel Joseph, said he would take the case
to the Supreme Court if he failed in the
court of appeals.
TheNational Park Service granted a
permit for the Mass, scheduled to be
held on the government-owned Mall
between the Washington Monument
and the Capitol.
the bond that he said was excessive and
therefore unconstitutional. However,
on release of a lower bond, Gordon is
required to reside at the home of his
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Gordon,
of Benton. Gordon is not allowed to
leave Marshall County with the ex-
ceptions of court appearances.
Gordon spent six days in the
Christian County Jail.
Gordon is charged with with five
separate counts of attempting to
manufacture a quantity of metham-
phetamine, a Schedule H controlled
substance.
During the arraignment, he pleaded
not guilty to five counts of manufac-
turing narcotics.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Timothy
Gillenwater objected to any reduction
that would allow Gordon release,
stating Gordon poses a "danger to the
community in general and to govern-
ment witnesses."
Gillenwater referred to a signed
statement by Alfred White. The in-
dictment also charged that White was
to assist Gordon in the manufacture of
the drug and subsequent distribution of
the substance in the Murray area.
Officials said in a statement released
Sept. 24, White alleges that Gordon had
threatened the life of a former girl
friend and burned White's trailer.
White added that he would fear for his
life if Gordon was to be released.
Haverstock had told the media that
White's claims were unsubstantiated
and should be considered in light of his
role as an unindicted co-conspirator.
The next hearing is scheduled for Oct.
23. The court then will consider a
motion made by the defendant to
suppress evidence obtained in a search
of the home of Dr. Gordon.
In the Wednesday hearing, Haver-
stock said the' search Was illegal.
Gillenwater stated It was conducted
with a valid search warrant and
presumed legal.
The case is scheduled to go to trial
Dec. 5.
CIVITAN PRESIDENT — Opal Roberts, new president of the Murray
Civitan Club, receives the gavel from retiring president Larry Dunn at Thur-
sday night's meeting. Mrs. Roberts is the first woman to hold the office of
president of the Murray club.
Seven Earn Superior
Ratings In Festival
Seven of 12 high school marching
bands from West Kentucky were
judged superior in the annual Murray
Regional Marching Band Festival at
Murray State University Thursday
evening.
Rated superior by a panel of three
judges in the show at Stewart Stadium
sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Educators Association and hosted by
the Department of Music at Murray
State were:
, Large bands — Murray and Marshall
County. Small bands Lyon County.
Heath, Lone Oak; Hopkinsville, and
Reidland.
Other bands participating, all in the
CAREER DAY — A committee of Rotarians and Murray City St hool staff completed plans for a career orientation
program which will be heliii4t Murray High School next Wedneklay morning. Sponsored by the Murray Rotary
Club, the program will provide Murray High juniors and seniors the opportunity to talk with professionals in three
fields in which they have expressed an interest. Thirty careers will be represented during the morning-long
program. In photo are: from left, Doralyn Lanier (back to camera), Charlotte Barker, Roy Weatherly, Jack Uddberg,




Robert 0. Miller has been appointed by
Gov. Julian Carroll to a 31-member
Statewide Health Coordinating Council
which will develop a federally Man-
dated State Health Plan.
The State Health Plan must be
completed and adopted by July 1, 1980,
in order for the state Department of
Human Resources to receive full
designation as the state health planning
and development agency for federal
funds.
As required by federal law, more
than half of the council's members are
consumers of health care.
Other members of the council are:
Wade Mountz, Louisville; Helen Sligar,
Louisville; Dr. Harold Boyer, vice
president for Health Affairs at the
University of Louisville; Bedford
Walker, Henderson; Lois Baker,
Hazard; J. Ed McConnell, Frankfort;
"-Roscoe Kelley, Somerset, -After
Bosomworth, vice president for the
Medical Center at the University of
Kentucky; Harmon Clinger, Newport;
Dr. James Holloway, Lexington; Dr.
Carl Cooper, Bedford; Peter Conn,
Louisville.
Thomas Massie, Paducah; James
Leadingham, Ashland; John R. Rowan,
Lexington; N elle Weller,
Elizabethtown; Sen. Ken Gibson,
Madisonville; Julia Lee Emberton,
Edmonton; Frances Collins,
Flerningsburg; Pauline Gould Gay,
Lexington; Amanda Yarber,
Owingsville; • Rediford Damron,
Pikeville; Rev. Msgr. Thomas B. Finn,
Ft. Thomas; Fannie Dorsey, Owen-
sboro.
Mary Mullins, Valley Station; Father
Bertin Gjennon, Manchester; Lambert
Hehl, Campbell County judge-
executive; C. Vernon Cooper Jr.,
Hazard; Robert Loeb, Prospect; and
raise Underwood, Lout 'p,
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clear and mild
Generally clear tonight. Lows
in the low to mid 408. Partly
cloudy with slight chance of




Chance of showers about
Tuesday, otherwise mostly fair
and cool. Highs mostly in the 60s.
Lows in the 40s.
small bands division, and their ratings
were: Calloway County, Trigg County,
Caldwell County, and Mayfield, all
excellent; and Crittenden County, good.
Plaques were awarded to bands rated
superior and excellent, while bands'
which earned superior were zal"so
presented trophies.
Bands are classified by size, with
those of more than 72 members par-
ticipating as large bands and those of 72
members or less as small bands.
Each band presented a show of five to
eight minutes of marching techniques
and music. Serving as judges were-.
Herbert Duncan, music supervisor for
the Normandy public school system, St.
Louis, Mo.; Dean Dowdy, retired band
director at Madisonville-North Hopkins
High School; and Bob Wills, band
director at Daviess County High School.
An added feature of the evening was
an appearance by the Racer Band at
Murray State under the direction of
David Wells at the conclusion of the





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Depositions in a lawsuit reveal that a
political enemy of Rep. Carroll Hub-
bard released information before the
May primary about a probe of alleged
Hubbard campaign violatiops, ac-
cording. tb a newspaper report today.
The Lexington Herald said in a
copyrighted story that it had obtained
copies of depositions from L.M. Tipton
Reed, Graves County commonwealth's
attorney, Foster Ockerman, chairman
of the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance, and registry official John
Craig.
Hubbard, who sought the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, lost badly in
his own Western Kentucky district and
finished fourth in the five-candidate
Democratic race.
News reports in the days im-
mediately preceding the primary said
Hubbard was being investigated for
possible violation of campaign finance
laws.
The Herald said Reed acknowledged
in his deposition that he showed
reporters who asked about the alleged
violations the file that had been com-
piled on Hubbard through an in-
vestigation that included the Kentucky
State Police.
The allegations against Hubbard
were written in a letter from the
Registry to Reed. The letter alleged
there was 'evidence that , the Hubbard
campaign was obtaining cash donations
- exceeding $100, which is forbidden by
law.
Reed said in his deposition that he
Intended to bring the allegations before
a grand jury. But he gave reporters the
file just days before the primary —
though the Graves County grand jury
would not meet until September, three
months later.
Reed later disqualified himself in the
case.because of past personal friction
with Hubbard.
The Herald said the depositions from
Registry officials revealed that in the
course of the Registry investigation of
Hubbard, no hearings were. ever held,
and according to Craig, Hubbard was
never formally asked about the
allegations.
Hubbard called it "a platned effort to
embarrass my campaign in the closing
days before the May primary."
The depositions came in a lawsuit
filed by Hubbard against the Registry
in an effort to ,stop grand jury in-
vestigation. U.S. District Judge
Thomas A. 13allantine denied Hub-
bard's request for an injunction last
week. But he entered an order staying
all possible grand jury, action against
Hubbard and his campaign pending the
outcome of an appeal of the injunction
request. The appeal was filed in the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cin-
cinnati.
Changes Sought In State
Compensation System
FRANKFORT, Ky.it) —
Proposals on revising the state's work-
men's compensation system have been
advanced by members Of a speeifti
legislative committee as a prelude to a
package proposal for the 1980
Legislature.
The general aim was to reduce the
cost of premiums — all of which em-
ployers pay — while keeping benefits
for workers.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, chair-
man of the special advisory on work-
men's compensation, said Thursday he
wants three basic changes in the
method by which employees are paid
For Tower, Transmitter System
for work-related injuries.
He said benefits could be tied to
Social Security payments, "which we
*mild have doile`yearrago" --•••
Thus, for example, an injured worker
who had been receiving $600 a month
from Kentucky employers could obtain„
the same amount, but with Social
Security taking up 'a $400 slack and
reducing the cost to the state system.
Clapp also said benefits for per-
manent partial disability should be
limited to four years if a worker is back
on the job with equal pay and has the
• See COMPENSATION,
Page 14, Column 5
WKMS Contracts Awarded
Contracts have been awarded for the
construction of a radio tower and
transmitter system which will greatly
enhance the signal in Murray and
Calloway County of WKMS-FM at
Murray State University, West Ken-
tucky's only fine arts public radio
station.
To be located in the Land Between
The Lakes in Lyon County just north of
the Trigg County line, the new facility
will enable about 600,000 Kentuckians,
as well as people within about 75 miles
of the site in adjacent states, to hear
programming at 91.3 on the FM dial.
In making the announcrnent about
the project today, Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, president of Murray State, said
it is a significant step in the fulfillment
of the university's regional service
commitment to West Kentucky and
nearby areas of other states.
"The uprgrading in power and
change in location of transmitting
facilities of WKMS-FM will greatly
extend the coverage area for Murray
State's fine arts radio service," Curris
said.
He pointed out that the new location
and the expansion to 100,000-watt power
will approximately triple the numbeuf
Kentuckians in the listening audience..
The project is scheduled for completion
by the end of the year.
Current facilities are located on the
Calloway-Graves County line in Far-
mington, with a power output of 13,000
watts.
People in 11 Kentucky counties and
parts of three others will become part
EXPANDED WKMS-FM AUDIENCE — Kentuckians id the listening audien-
ce (gray area of map) of WKMS-FM radio at Murray State University will be
approximately tripled with construction of a new radio tower and tran-
smitter system in the land Between The lakes. Scheduled for completion
by the end of the year, the project will enable West Kentucky's only fine
arts public radio station to reach about 600,000 Kentuckians, as well as
people in other states within 75 miles of the LBL site. WKMS, which will
continue to broadcast at 91.3 on the FM dial, will be increased in power
from 13,000 watts to 100,000 watts.
of the WKMS audience for the first time
when the project is finished. They are
Crittenden, Caldwell, Christian, Union,
Webster, Hopkins, Todd, Henderson,
McLean, Muhlenberg and Logan and
parts of Daviess, Ohio and Butler.
The total project cost will be $214,000,
of which $150,000 has been provided by
a grant from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. More than half
of the remaining cost will be borne by
the Kentucky Emergency Warning
System (KEWS), with the remainder
corning from university funds.
Stainless, Inc., of North Wales, Pa.,
has been awarded the tower contract,
while the transmission equipment was
successfully bid by Harris Corporation
of Quincy, Ill. The transmitter building
will be constructed by price. Metal
Buildings of Madisonville.
Curris noted that the entire project is
an example of cooperation among
several public agencies. The Tennessee
Valley Authority has granted site and.
power line right of way, and the tower
and building will be shared by WKMS
and KEWS. .
"The partnership between KEWS and
Murray State," Curtis added, "has
resulted in savings for Kentucky tax-
payers."
KEWS is a "Statewide Microwave
system which transmits a variety of
services around the state, including
emergency information and Kentucky
educational television programs.
WKMS-FM was established . at
Murray State in 1970. It has a full-time
professional staff of seven and utilizes a
number of part-time student workers.
The station is- affiliated with the
National Public Radio network, which
provides such programming as All
Things Considered'," "Spider's Web,"
"Radio Reader," and . many special
events.
Also aired on WKMS is a diversified
schedule of fine. ark programs, in-
cluding classical music, opera, and
Jan. The station is funded primarily by
Murray State, with additional support
from Corporation for Public Broad-
casting grants and contributions from
listeners and businesses.
•
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Special Program By Students At
Senior Event, Home Department
The Home Department of
the Murray Wonians Club
opened the new year with a
vahety of events at the
meeting on Sept. 20.
After a devotion on "The
open door — day by day," by
Mrs. Euva Alexander, Mrs.
Anne Lowe of New Concord
sang two numbers. ac-
companing herself on a guitar.
She sang "It is no secret what
God can do"4and "The way
that He _loves!" She was in-
troduced by Mrs. Laura
Jennings.
Several members of the
senior citizens organizations
were guests and one, Mrs.




Mrs. Suzanne Moyer Keeslar
and four students who had
participated in the summer
program at the Calloway
. County Library "A Children's




Mrs. Keeslar was assisted
7 by Wendy Parker, daughter of
:f Mr. and Mrs. Sam Parker;
Lisa Martin,- datighter Mr.,
and Mrs. Joe Pat Wither-
spoon; Glen Cole, son of Mr.
7 and Mrs. Loal Cole, and her
: son, Carl Keeslar.
HOSPUAL PATIENT
Mrs.. G15.era Britton of
Murray has been dismissed
frorn the Western Baptist
Hospiral, Paducah.
•:.. PADUCAH PATIENT
Tom Eisenmann of Murray





presided and Mrs. Jimmie Lee
Carmichael, secretary, read
the minutes. Twenty-three
members ansered the roll call.
The department has
responded ?sell in the "Food
for Stamps" program, ac-
cumulating over 4,000 stamps
in the speing. Mrs. Anna
Stahler was appointed new
stamp chairman for the year "
and has already been
presented a large collection.
Mrs. Albert Crider an-
nounced all entries for the
Handicraft Contest this year
must be in to Mrs. Oneida
Boyd hi. Oct. 8, as the district
meeting is Oct. 18 in Mayfield.
A committee of Mrs. Irma
LaFoliette, Mrs. Larue
Redden, Mrs. Esther Sigmon
and Mrs. Helen James was
appointed by Mrs. Erbston to
formulate plans for a fund
raising event "An Evening
with Shakespeare."
Fruit punch and cookies
were served by the hostesses
Mrs. Nix. Crawford, Mrs.
Laura Jennings, Mrs. Max
Hurt and Mrs. Zitelle Goheen
to the nine guests -and-
members present.
Your Individual e7,e.
Horoscope 415 Fences Drake  
FOR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6,1979
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Family discussions about
career matters may not get
anywhere, but a social visit
should put everyone in a
festive mood. Be optimistic.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124 .
Relations with in-laws may
be strained. 'Be on the lookout
for a wonderful career
opening. Finances on the.
upswing. Capitalize on luck.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP'
Small differences of opinion
about joint assets possible.
Travel beneficial now. New
horizons and a change ot
scenery add to well-being.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 ) -Lx-rl
Slight differences between
'loved ones possible. -The ac-
cent is definitely on give and
take. Visits to out-of-the-way
places bring luck.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) III
If someone close is not in the
mood for talk, let them be.
Meanwhile, social life on the
upswing with possibilities for
important contacts.
SAGITTARIUS,
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Others may be touchy or
non-communicative, but later
the day improves with an
important chance to increase
income and job performance.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Either you or a close one is
in the mood for privacy. With
a little rest, you;„Il beiready for
special home entertainment.
GEMINI
)May 21 to June 201,g
A date or companion may be
restless. If the evening doesn't
go as planned, the change of
scenery 'you seek may be












Chairs, Tables, Picture Frames
-Over 200 Baskets-
cIn 1 Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Sat.
)er4i#
Both children and friends
require attention now. If you
tire of the social scene, attend.
to career matters where you'll
make good progress.
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la a
Some family members just
aren't interested . in career
talks at present, but good
times can be had by all with a
night on the town.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "`"'
What you say and how you -
say it is important now. Home




4Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)XCI
Don't have a row over
money. Instead, stress what
you have in common and
harmony will prevail. Com-
municate with each other.
•
HONORED AT TEA —Several ladies of the senior citizens groups attended a tea at
the regular meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club. At right
(right to left) is mrs. Hildred Sharp, Mrs. Arty Lange, and Mrs. Erina Lovett. Also present
were Mrs. Verona Grogan, director; Mrs. Toopie Thomas, bus driver and Miss Susan
Smith, student. Hostesse% were (left to right) Mrs. Laura Jennings, Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs.
Zitelle Goheen and (at punch bowl) Mrs. Nix Crawford.
LOOK FRENCH — Madame cautioned locienne, Yvette, Gabriel and Francoise after
they presented a program on "Children's Cultural Adventure in French: A community
inspired experience in foreign language" at the meeting of the Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Madame is Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar, 
faculty member at
Murray State University in the department of foreign languages for 13 years, teacher of
French, mother of two' boys and wife of Joe Keeslar. Lucienne is Lisa Martin, Yvette is
Wendy Parker, Gabriel is Glen Cole and francoise is Carl Keeslar. The children were
four of over 20 who participated in a program this summer at the Calloway County
Library. Spearheaded by Mrs. Libby Hart, the program included children from grades 3
and 4. They greeted the ladies in French, sang folk songs and showed pictures of their
activities_as Mrs. Keeslar narrated. She stated it is hoped the program at the library will
be Continu7d for at least one more year in French and then in another language.
•
Dixon Home Scene Of Club Meet
Mrs. James Dixon opened
her home for the Sept. 12th
meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club with 14
members present.
The main lesson on "Wood
Burning Stoves" was
presented by Mrs. Willie
Wrather.
A lesson on "The Labeling of
Food" was given by Mrs.
Howard Wendt.
Landscape notes were
.Itiresented by Mrs'. Marvin
Parks. 'A guest was Krista
Kennedy who spoke on "TVA
\
Consumer Energy."
Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo read
the scripture from Romans
12:6-8 and also gave the Issson
on -The Look of Fall" in the
absence of the clothing leader,
Mrs. Eugene Nance.
Due to a change in the rules
a person cannot serve as
president for more than two
years. Mrs. James Dixon was
elected as the new president
with the former president,
Mrs. Margaret Taylor: as vice.
( president._ .
..i• ) 1 Two members, Mrs. Taylor
1 
- S,,,A,  ,..... S be going to Washington D. C, ,.,' 1 • and Mrs. Anna Lou Jones, will
1 ( - on the tour, America Trip,c ti-
‘ Knitting Yarn 
Stamp 112 Homemakers.
IIIICY
AnIsr . Dixon served refresh-
)i Woo/ S 1 50






i 1 p.m. ,at the home of Mrs.
The club will meet Oct. 10 at
., .../%. ...., . ..‘.... ........._ r..\..,11,-rn......„.Y -Kv.‘....., „......,,,,11iisterl'hae...,g, j) Albert Gardner.
••••••••
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- DEAR ABBY: Our.25-year-old daughter UT call her Ruth ,
is coming home to visit and wants to bring her girlfriend.
Last year Ruth told .us that she is a lesbian. We are sick
about it, and are Praying it w.-in't last.
We can't understand how this happened. We raised threc
other children, and they 'turned out normal.
Were afraid if we tell Ruth she can't bring her girlfriend
she might not come home at all. We love her regardless. and
don't want to drive her away. . .
Our probleth - is what to do about - Ow sleeping ar
rangements. If Ruth were normal, we wouldn't put her op
with her boyfriend because we don't approve of pre marital
sex. Hut how about Ruth and her girlfriend.' We don't ap
prove of their brand of sex. even though they couldn't ma m
if they wanted to. Peasc help. us.
CONITSED IN SEATTLE
DEAR CON Et SE ID: If you love your daughter, make her
girlfriend welcome. Put them up in separate beds and don't
make an issue of it.
DEAR ABBY: 1 Just-read the letter in your column from
SISTER to her brother concerning their mother. SISTER
said her brother wanted to, pia their invalid mother in a
home 10 years ago. but she WOuldn't do it, then she goes nfl
to list the hardships she's endured caring lor their mother
all these years.
Abby. I work in a care center, also called a nursing home
1CS clean. rhodermand odorlessAt has 24 hour nursing care.
physical therapy to keep resident's as ht as possible, am
recreational therapy that includes at-tn. tties such as Shop
ping trips, holiday parties. bowling. crafts, music. Ilibia.
study, church services. Bingo, movies. etc.
Our caresenter is not extraordinary in its services. 1 hurt.
,are Net standards that all nursing homes must meet in order
to be accredited every year.
A nursing home is not a dungeon like place where old peo
Pie are sent to die. It is a place to contieAw to live when a
person is unable to live alone or care for himself:
IOWAN '
DEAR ION AN: It sounds like paradise. Please send
name, location and rates.
DEAR .Afffil.: Please don't throw this away thinking IC,
from some nut. I'm serious. I have a dream. I want to be mar
ried on ice skates at my •tavorite skating rink in Washington.
D.C., on Valentine's 'Day in 1981.
My problem is, where do I go from here? I'm a figure
skater; that's 'why I want to gill married' on skates. ,
The best wedding present I could have would be to realize
my dream, but 1 don't know how to go about it. Or do you P
think my dream is too weird?
DREAMER
DEAR DREAMER: Couples have been married under
water, in hot air balloons, on motorcycles and on horsebac,
so your dream isn't all that weird.
Get in touch with your department of public parks, and see
if it's possible. If it is, all you need is • good skate to marry
you.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEEDS IDEAS IN CAMDEN,
-N.J.": Consider a career in podiatry: Women's shoes today
are certain to provide the foot doctors of tomorrow n ith
more patients than they can handle.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never be Young or 'TOO Old." Send SI with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
•
• •
The second best thing(
about Sunday
is not having to cook.
After visiting our famous salad bar, featuring
over 30 items, order from our menu Or try







-HOT DINNER ROLLS & CORNBREAD—.
All this for only $3.95 for you and $2.50 for
your 12 and under child. Remember our Sun-
day menu changes weekly.
OPEN DAILY AT 11 A. M.
BUFFET CLOSES AT 830 PM.













































































































Events For Community Calendar
Friday, Oct. 5
Second night of Neil Simon'&
"Barefoot in The Park" will
be presented at 8 p.m. at the
University Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. Admission is 83
adults, $1.50 children, or by
season ticket.
Regional Acteen Fling will
be held at the First Baptist
Church, Murray, with
registration at 6 p.m.
Dr. Gary M. Hieftje,
professor of chemistry at
Indiana University, will speak
on , "Lasers and Analytical
Sepctroscopy" at 3:30 p.m. in




Couples Bridge will be held
by the Oaks Country Club at
7:30 p.m. with David and
Maunta Livers, phone 753-
5923.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Fall Hike
Day, cosponsored by GSA and
BSA Councils of West Ten-
nessee, Murray VICA Club,
and TVA-LBL, will start at
Fort Henry Hiking Trails with
registration from 7 to 10:30
a.m.; Shorebird Search, 11/2
hour field trip, starting at 2
p.m. - at Center Station;
National Bowhunter Ren-
dezvous; cosponsored by
National . Field Archery
Association, TVA-LBL, and
Jenny Ridge, Pleasant Valley,
Midway Archery, Eagle
Bowmen, Three Rivers,
Pemberton Archery Club, and
United Bowhunters of Ken-
tucky, . will be at Rushing
Creek Campground today
through Oct. 13.
• Barnett Cemetery will hold
its annual all day meeting.
Third Annual Tootsie Roll
Canny Drive with proceeds to
go to the Mentally Retarded
will be conducted by the
Knights of Columbus of




will start at North Calloway
Elementary School at 9 a.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
Test for dental school ap-
plicants will be given in Room
201, Faculty Hall, Murray
State University, starting at
8:30 a.m. .— /
Third night.of Nefi Simon's
"Barefoot in e, Park" willa





University. Admission will be


















Bro. bavid Wagner will
conduct services.
Saturday, Oct.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Gospel singing featuring
Tnnity Gospel Singers from
Hopkinsville will be held at the
New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Cturch at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 7
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
Cunningham of Murray Route
2 will be honored at a recep-
tion in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary from 2 to
5 p.m. at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the peoples Bank. The couple
requests theiguests not bring
gifts.
Mr. .and Mrs. Stark Finney
of Benton. Route 3 will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary from 2 to
4:30 p.m. at Jaycee Chile
Center, . Highway 121 North,
Murray.
Fall Mission Study by the
United Methodist Church
Women of the Paris District
will be held at the -Lynnville
Church in Graves County at
2:30 p.m.
Seminar on
Cults" featuring Dr. Herman
Norton of Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.,
will be held from 4 to 6 p.m. at
the First Christian Church.
The public is invited.
Land Between the Lakes'
events will include
Homecoming at The
Bomeplace-1850 from 1 to 4
p.m., and In Celebration of
Nature programs of 15
minutes to start each hour
from,. 1 to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
A Stewardship Dinner,
potluck style, with program to
follow, will be held at 6 p.m. at
the First Presbyterian
Church.
._ Monday, Oct. 8
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 6 p.m. at the parking lot of
the First United Methodist
Church to leave by van for
dinner at the Kenlake Hotel.
Monday, Oct. 8
Sigma Department. of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dr. Hal Houston as
speaker.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with
Charlotte Parker.
Hazel Senior Citizens
Activities will begin at 10 a.m.
at the Hazel Community
Center with lunch served at
11:45a.m.
Excercise program for
Senior Citizens will be held at
12:65 p.m. at - the Douglas
Community Center. Lunch
will be served at noon.
Monday, Oct. 8
life and Learning Classes at
Murray State University will
begin as follows: Tracing the
Family Tree at 6 p.m. in Room
302 P I 'b, ogue rary;
Solar Energy and The Home
at 7 p.m. in Room 172, Black-
burn Science Building; Middle
Eastern Dancing at 7:30 p.ni.
in Ladies Exercise Boom of University, will meet 
at 7 p.m.
Carr Health Building. Ile at Ordway 
Hall. For in-
fofnia tion phone 762-6851.
Monday, tSh
Murray-Calloway Com-
munity Theatre Board of
Directors will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Calloway .Public
Library.
'First DistriCt Farm Bureau
King, Queen, and Talent
Cotnest will begin at 7 p.m. in
the Student Center
Auditoriuni, Murray • State
University. No admission will
becharged and the public is
invited. 
-
Olga •Hampton Group Of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church




'Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Clayton received friends and
relatives at a buffet dinner in
their home at 1304 Olive
Boulevard, Murray, to honor
their son, James Alex Shelton,
his bride, the former
Stephanie Lori-en Daniel, and
her family, Mr. and Mrs.
Garland P. Daniel of Raleigh,
N. C.
For the occasion the bride
wore a soft rose print chiffon
gown and was presented a'
corsage of silk flowers ac-
cented with a miniature bride
doll. The groom's boutonniere
was of silk rose buds with a
miniature groom doll. These
were created by the hostess,
Mrs. Clayton.
The tables were covered
with lace cloths and featured
center' arrangements of
candles in antique crystal
candelabra sjirrounded by
arrangeme of grapes and
,miniatur -cherubs..
gift table featured a
tiered cake created by Mrs.
Clayton. Each tier was
separated by Grecian pillars
with cherubs. The cake was
iced with white swirls of
frosting and garlanded with
THE ACES® RA G CORN. !R
"Logical çónsequences
are the scaçcrows of fools




today's interesting game if
he thinks about logical con-
sequences. The location of
only two outstanding key
cards is involved and a
good declarer should base
his play on these consider-
ations.
South wins the first.trick
with his spade king and
looks around for logical
consequences. With four
top tricks in spades and
diamonds, he must develop
five more in hearts and
clubs. Which suit should be
played first?
If he takes a club finesse
first, East wins the club
king and shoots back a
spade. Declarer ducks and
wins a third spade, but the
game is gone. Eventually,
West will win his heart ace
and the remaining spades
and South gets what he
deserves.
What happens if declarer
first plays hearts? This is
what declarer should ask
himSelf before he plays
anything.
If West holds both miss-
ing key cards, it. would
make no difference -Which
suit is played first. And if
West held the club king and
East the heart ace, it
would not matter either. So
the only troublesome hold-
ing is today's layout and.
since West is the danger
hand, hik entry must be
knocked o first.




after a WELCOME Will011 sail,
As year Neste's, It's my job to help yes make the
most of year new noighberkeed. Our shopping areas.
Community oppertrsities. Speeial Wrestle's. Lets
of facts to save yes time aid mosey.
Ploi a basket of gifts for year family.




bt.'"*"...i. kn. Mary Hamilton 753-5570
spade, declarer should
play his king of hearts.
West wins and continues
spades, declarer ducking
and winning the third
round. Now the club
finesse is taken, but all is
well. The-finesse loses to
East's king, but East has




• 10 9 4 2
• A J 10 4
WEST EAST
• Q 10 9 3 • 7 5 4
IP A 10 5 2 IP 97
• 8,3 • Q J 7 6
• 7 2 • K 6 5 3
SOUTH
• A K 6
40 K Q J 4
• A K 5
4) Q 9 8
, Vulnerable: None. Deal-
er: South. The bidding:
South West North East
2 NT Pass 3 NT- All
pass
Opening lead: -Queen of
spades
and declarer has himself
an overtrick. •
. What if East had held
another spade? Then the
defense - would get two
spades, a heart and a club.
but declarer would still be
safe for nine tricks.







1 NT 2 •
2
ANSWER: Three hearts
A pushy ' bid. However.
with a known 4-4 heart fit.
a game might be .in the
cards and the possible




Aces. P tr-It.ps 12:1111. rnirrric
Texas 15225. with self-oddressecl. ,
,lamped envelope for repl%
blue roses. The top layer was
adorned with a pair of large
cherubs poised on a pedestal.
The cake stood on a silver
tray that was given to Mr. and
Mrs. Clayton by their children
on their 25th wedding an-
niversary. Flanking the cake
was a bouquet of roses and
candles in antique crystal
candelabra.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
cooked the dinner which'
featured a variety of their own
special recipes.
Other special events held in
honor of the new Mr. and Mrs.
James Alex Clayton included
'a bridal tea given by Psi Alpha
Sorority at Nashville, Tenn.; a
miscellaneous shower given
by the Rosebank Church of
Christ, Nashville, Tenn.; a
luncheon at Raleigh, N. C. a
miscellaneous shower given
by the Brooks Avenue Church






sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
Pairings .for Group A for
Monday at 9:30 a.m. are as
follows: ,
Lois Keller, Nancy Whit-
mer, Carol Boaz, and Patsy
0.akley.
Rainey Apperson, Lillie












Sizing Extra , hue or Yellow Gold
14K GOLD CHAINs




meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Health Center,
'North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1 p.m. at the home of
Dolly Lorenz.
'
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
9:30 a.m. at thechurch.
MONEY SAVING TIP: Don't
go shopping when you're
hungry or tired—that's when




Surgery shouldn't affect sex
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
a big problem. My doctors
have found out I have • a
fibrous tumor in my uterus
and it's as large a.s a gra-
pefruit and growing. Now
they want to takg_cout my
whole insides. I'm 0 years
old but I have a 30-year-old
husband. I don't know any-
thing about the female organs
and it's terrifying me to be
mutilated like that. They calls
it a hysterectomy.
I'm 200 pounds and the doc-
tors say I need to lose weight
before the operation. I can't.
I'm so disturbed and frustrat-
ed I'm drinking alcohol which
is keeping me fat.
I'm very alsenne from los-
ing lots of blood every month
and the doctors don't want to
wait with the operation. I
need some information on
what happens to women with-
out female organs. Can I lose
weight fast in One month?
DEAR READER — Fibroid
'tumors are fairly Common.
They're made up of muscle
and fiber tissue similar to the
muscular wall of the utertis
itself. It they're small and
don't cause any problems,
they can be ignored. When
they cause eiccessive bleeding,
an-operation is usually neces-
sary.
You're overly concerned'
about the surgery. It should
not affect your sex life. The
removal of the uterus does not
Tennis Play Is Planned
Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on





Any one needing a substitute
may call Peggy Billington.
Pairings for Group 13' for
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m., note
time change, are as follows:
Patsy Miller, Shirley Boone,
Kay Ray, and Lynn Stout.
Penny Cappock, Janna
-------411lugherS, Joni Billington, and
Agnes Payne.
















affect the birth canal
At your age the doctors will
probably remove the ovaries
For that reason you may need
some female hormones imme-
diately after surgery, but the
doctors will have to decide
that in your individual case.
You probably want to know
how this will affect your
husband's response and it
shouldn't affect him in any
way. If it does, its more apt
to be psychological rather
than being related to any real
change in you that he would
notice in anyway.
Now about your weight. Its
quite true that surgery is a
great deal easier in people of
normal weiglia. Being obese
not only makes the surgery
more difficult but it increases
the complications regardless
of What kind of abdominal
surgery is being performed.
You can't expect to lose
much fat in just a month's
time. You might safely lose
eight, pounds of body fat. The
scales may show a little more
weight loss because, of the loss 
of fluid To do that y-ou d have-
to be on a fairly strict diet and
some surgeons don't .like their
patients to be on a strict diet
immediately preceding
sdrgery., That's a problem
you're going to have to work
out 'With your own doctors.
I'm sending you The-Health
Letter number 5-12. Meno-
pause, because after surgery
you will at least have a surgi-
cal menopause if your ovaries
are removed. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents in check or coin with
a long. stamped, self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in-
care of this newspaper, P.Q.
Box 1551, Radio City Station. .
New York, NY 10019_
In your age group, you may
or may not need hormonal
support after surgery. In a
younger woman, let's say in
her early 30s, it would defi-
nitely be indicated unless
there was some specific rea-
son why female hormones
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Some figures released lately
an the cost of health care don't
exactly deserve banner
headlines, but they are worth
noting.
And they do seem to con-
tradict the Carter administra-
tion's contention that hospital
and other medical costs are
continuing to soar out of con-
trol.
Certainly no one can say fair-
ly that health-care costs are no
longer a problem. That simply
isn't true, but in a relative
sense, there is some cause for
optimism.
In fact, the latest figures sug-
gest that the private health-
care industry is now doing
slightly better than the
economy as a whole in restrain-
ing cost increases. In light of
how the economy is perform-
ing, that is little cause for
boasts.
But consider that in July, for
instance, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics' Consumer Price In-
dex showed an 11.3 percent in-
crease over July of 1978.
Yet physicians' services rose
9.6 percent and medical ser-
vices overall registered a cost
increase of 9.3 percent over the
previous year.
Hospital costs, over which
the administration wants direct
controls, rose at an annual rate
of 13.2 percent during the first
six months of 1979. By com-
parison, the effective inflation
rate for the first half of this
year was 13.5 percent.
That the rise in health-care
costs now trails 'the rate of in-
flation is especially significant
in light of the situation just two
years ago.
In 1977, hospital coats rose
15.6 percent — more than dou-
ble the inflation rate that year.
At least part of the credit for
this improvement must be at-
tributed to the voluntary cost-
containment efforts presently
-underway , at three-fourths of
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Oct. 5, the 278th day
of 1979. There are 87 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, Italy and
Yugoslavia formally settled their
dispute over the city of Trieste.
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher Columbus
discovered Costa Rica.
In 1830, the 21st American president,
Chester Arthur, was born in Fairfield,
Vt
In 1921, the World Series were
broadcast for the first time, with the
sports writer, Gra ntland Rice,
describing the plays.
In 1931, Clyde Pangborn and Hugh
Herndon completed the first non-stop
flight across the Pacific, arriving in
Washington state 41 hours after takeoff
from Japan.
In 1975, Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,
declared that the CIA made several
attempts to assassinate Cuba's
Premier Fidel Castro.
In 1976, the US. government an-
nounced that radioactive fallout from a
nuclear test in China had been detected
in the eastern United States.
'Ten years ago: British troops used
tear gas to quell street fighting between
Protestants and Roman Catholics in
Northern Ireland.
Five years ago: Representatives of
two grain companies met /with
President Gerald Ford and then agreed
to cancel a $500 million shipment of
wheat and corn .to the Soviet Union.
One year ago: It was announced that
U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
would go to South Africa to try to
promote transition to black rule in
Namibia.
• Today's birthdays: Former French
Premier Georges Bidault is 80 years
old. Theatrical producer Joshua Logan
is 71. Sen. Robert Morgan, D-N.C., 13 54.
Thotepiettii radar: -A wernan's whole
life is a hillier/ of the affections —
Washington Irving, American writer,
1783-18M.
the nation's community
hospitals. Only eight states
have enacted mandatory cost-
control laws and, even in these
states, controls cannot account
for all the economies brought
about.
Apparently, hospital ad-
ministrators have begun to
realize they must restrain costs
themselves or Washington will
do it for them — and likely do a
poorer job.
Pressures to economize have
come also from insurance com-
panies that pay much of the na-
tion's hospital bill.
Nohe of this is to suggest that
the fight to hold down hospital
and other medical costs in-
creases has been won. The bat-
tle has barely started.
However, it is noteworthy
that encouraging progress has
been made without the man-
datory controls the administra-
tion seeks and Congress may
yet grant.
Given the dismal. record of
government price controls and
the encouraging experience of
the last year or so, we continue
to believe that voluntary efforts
ought to be given more time to
work.
The results might surprise









Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column. .
HEARTLINE: Recent changes in the
Food Stamp program caused me to lose
most of my food stamps. I have heard
that because these changes have hurt
.so many people, they have now Made
some even newer changes.
I am almost afraid to ask. The way
our government has been looking out
for us old folks lately, they may wind up
taking the res,t of my food stamps
away! — O.E.
In an effort to assist elderly persons
who experienced food stamp cutbacks
as a result of recent changes in the
program, the House and Senate
recently approved H.R. 4057, the Food
Stamp Act Amendments of 1979.
HR-4057, which was signed into law
by the president on Aug. 14, will allow
households with an elderly or disabled
member to deduct their medical ex-
penses in excess of $35.00 per month
and shelter expenses in excess of 50.
percent of the persons income when
determining eligibility for food stamps.
HEARTLINE: Will you please tell
me if I -would be eligible for any
Railroad Benefits? My father worked
for PRR for some 50 years and though
he passed away 10 years ago, my
financial status is in sad shape. I am a
widow and not under Social Security. I
am not able, financially, to receive
welfare, food, stamps, etc.,, because I









The excess population had been migrating West since the turn
of the century as previously pointed out, but in this year of 1916
the exodus turned, to the North where the auto emplos ment would
'Continue to attract young people for the next 50 years. In fact,
the migration northward not only attracted young men and women,
it ultimately caused a sharp decline in the county count, drawing
entire families of every age. At one time an estimated 5010 former
residents from this county could be counted at one time in Detroit.
Mich., although more than half of them were temporary residents.
This story is of sufficient importance in the giowth of the county to
merit a full chapter later. The first contingent of youths for Nlich-
igan destinations included Joe Baker, Charley Waterfield and Jack
Farmer, all of whom secured employment in the old highland Park
plant of the Ford Motor Company in 190.
The rapid departure of our people to the North was a cause of
serious concern, prompting civic leaders to devise ways and means
to check the expanding movement. Among the first of such organiza-
tions was the Calloway County Development Association with
Gentry Wadlington as president and W. H. Finney, secretary. Goals
for this new group included advancing the productivity of the soil
through the application of lime that was purchased in carload lots
at cost by the development group. In addition, they fostered the
elimination of the scrub bull, introduced fine thoroughbred cattle,
organized farm groups on neighborhood levels, cultural programs,
and others. Despite its noble purposes, the Development Associa-
tion lacked the capacity to rise above previous programs with
innovative manufacturing concepts to halt the tide moving to greener
pastures. In addition, the fierce divisions of sentiment created by
tragic circumstances of the past 65 years maintained an unyielding
toehold on any cooperative effort. Further, the farmer, the most
conservative segment of our society,. did not. lookwith favor upon
any new ideas of scientific farming, despite ii few remarkable in-
stances of early experimentations. Even those so brave as to branch
-rine in the new world of experimental fanning, on the whole. failed
to record outstanding financial successes.
To Be Contifued
—<11111111.111.11‘ 
Also, do you know if WWII physical
records are still available? If so, could I
get a copy of my husband's records? He
was wounded and I would like to see the
records. It may help with . veteran
benefits? — C.L.
No, you would not be eligible for
Railroad benefits. These are only paid
to dependent children under the age of
18 ( or up to age 22 if still in school full-
time) or to children who were disabled
before their 72nd 'birthday and were
dependent on the parent at the time of
his death.
To inquire about veteran's benefits,
you Should contact your 'nearest VA
Regional office. The Veteran's
Administration is very helpful to
persons seeking information about
benefits and will check all records to
see if you are eligible.
HEARTLINE: My Social Security
check for September was stolen. I came
home from visiting friends and my
mailbox had been forcibly -opened. I








has never arrived and had never been
late before. I haven't mentioned it to
anyone yet, because I don't know what
to do. I was just lucky that I had enough
in the bank to cover this months ex-
penses. What should I do? — H.F.
You should contact your Social
Security office immediately. They will
cancel that check and see that another
one is issued to you. You should also
consider having your .check deposited
directly into your checking or savings
account at. your bank each month.
There is no chance that it can be stolen
that way. And the money is credited to
your account on the same date each
month so that there is no chance of
having to wait for a check that may be
late for some reason.
For those persons planning their
retirement or already retired, we have
available our Guide to Social Security.
To. order, send $2.00 to Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, P.O. Box





On account of his imprisonment Paul
might have become discouraged,
bemoaned his fate, and sat down to
await the end. rnstead, Paul rejoiced
that his imprisonment served as a
channel through which. the knowledge
of Christ was brought into a sphere
which otherwise would have been
closed to his preaching. His bonds
preached Christ to all who saw them
and knew why he wore them. Paul was
Joyful that the gospel was being ad-
vanced through his imprisonment. The
supreme aim of his life was the fur-
therance of the gospel, whether by bond
or by liberty. He wanted to act and
speak with such courage that Christ
would be honored and glorified in his
body "wbether by life, or by death."
With the shadow of death hanging
over him, whether he was looking to the
past, at the present, or into the future,
Paul saw to it that all the strength of his
faith, all the fulness of his hope, and all
the longings of his soul were centered in
Christ. By his statement, "For me to
live is Christ," Paul meant that,
inasmuch as Christ had imparted a new
nature to him and he was drawing all of
his resources from Him, he was
becoming more Christlike. The power
of Christ lifted him up, strengthened
him, and filled him with a calm and
holy joy in all trials. He found the power,
of the indwelling Christ sufficient for
every emergency, for victory over
every obstacle, and for complete
satisfaction in life. When he dedicated
himself to Christ, the Master molded
Paul according to His own gracious
purposes. In thoughts, "words, and
deeds, he sought to reproduce the spirit,
character and life of Christ. No course
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of life can compare with the one who
can truthfully say,: "For to me to live is
to reproduce Christ, to reflect His
spirit, to carry out His purposes, and to
follow as far as possible the pattern of
His glorious life."
Surveying the possibilities of con-
tinuing life on earth or dying, Paul let it
be known that he was ready for either.
Knowing that he was in - the Lord's
hand, and within the circle of His
perfect will, Paul was confident that the
right thing would take place.
Although Paul yearned for fellowship
with his Lord in heaven, he was willing
to continue-in the service of his Master
on earth, in which he had experienced
so much joy. He cherished the hope
that, in the event he should be released
from bondage, he would have the
joyous privilege of visiting again his
friends in Philippi, of serving Christ
again in their midst, and of helping
them.
Paul urged the Philippian Christians
to conduct themselves in a manner
worthy of the gospel of Christ and of
their Christian profession. He urged
them to live worthily as Christians, to
live fearlessly before their adversaries,
and to live sacrificially for Christ. True
believers should follow Christ even if
they have to suffer and sacrifice in
order to do so. Those who live
sacrificially for Christ walk with Him,
witness for. Him, work for Him, and
watch for His return.
ABOUT THIS Ptt'OE
Editorials. colunin and iitti,!
oinnionated articles on this page al-,
presented for the purpose (if
providing a forum for the free
exchange. of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Tunes strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or





More than 120 Kentucky business and
industry representatives depart from
Louisville on Oct. 7 on the annual
Governor's Tour, sponsoed by the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
Murray is included as one of the stops.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Greenville nallunore, 94.
Named as winners of the Yard of the
Month Awards by the Garden Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club
were homes of Junior Garrison, 1218
Dogwood Drive, J. C. Dunn, Jr., 706
Earl Court, H. G. Dunn, 1015 Sharpe,
and Edward L. Hendon, 815 North 19th•
Street.
Miss Janice Dene Wilkerson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Wilkerson, and Edgar L Howe, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Howe, Sr., were
married in a recent ceremony at the
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Dr. Conrad H. Jones will speak on
"Birth Control" at the meeting of the
Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The Murray Art Guild will feature the
works of Walker A. Ooley of Hardin
Route 1 during this week.
20 Years Ago
Donna Ruth Grogan, Murray High
School senior, has been named a semi-
finalist in the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation's lists which
were released today.
Deaths reported include Edgar
Owens, 75.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar at
Murray State College, has been named
"Woman of the Year" by the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club.
The Murray Civitan Club heard a talk
and saw a film on the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville by H. R.
Patterson, Records and Receiving
Clerk at the institutibn, at a recent
meeting here.
The Rev. V. H. Burnett of Hun-
tingdon, Tenn-., is the evangelist at the
revival services at the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church, according to
the pastor, the Rev. W. L. Hill.
Harold Miller of Murray is a student'
at Western Kentucky State College,
Bowling Green.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Say One For Me" starring Bing
Crosby, Debbie Reynolds, and Robert
Wagner.
30 Years Ago
Murray State College's annual
homecoming on Oct. 8 will feature the
afternoon football game- between the
Murray Thoroughbreds and Eastern
Kentucky State College.
Plans and specifications for con-
structing bins for farm storage of
grains are available for the inspection
of Calloway COunty Farmers at the the
Agricultural Conservation Association
office, Murray, according to Q. D.
Wilson, chairman of the County ACA
committee.
"American Legion, commanded by
Alton Hughes, plans a big get together
on Oct. 6," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Mrs. Mary Dalton was honored Sept.
18 with a dinner in celebration of her
83rd birthday.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Buchanan on Sept. 29.
"My Dear Secretary" starring
Laraine Day, -Kirk Douglas, Keenan
Wynn, and Helen Walker is showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
Bible Thought
"No servant can serve two masters:
for either he will hate the one, and
love the other; or else he will hold
to the one, and despise the other. Ye
- cannot se7ve God and mammon."
Luke 16:13
Ambivalence always haunts the
child of Cod someone has said
that we love cod too much to enjoy
sin, but we love sinrfing too much to
enjoy ft.11owship with God'
riarawilvRr11., TO POLITICIANS4111m\
As a servire to our readers, The
Murray Ledger dr Times
periodically: publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FF:DERA I. LEVEL
AnY senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the milling addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D.C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, I). C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
ST ATE LEV El.
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses, of state legislators














































































































50% Cotton-50% Polyester, Sizes S-M-L-XLG
Top Reg. $3.97Sale2/s7°





There's cozy comfort In
this long sleeve velour
shirt of Arne! and Nylon;
with zip convertible collar.
Fall colors. Sizes S to XL.








































Assorted Sizes & Colors
Reg. $14.33
Phone 753-8777
- 9-9 Mon.-Sat. Bel-Air Shopping Center1-6 Sunday Morray, Ky.













South Second St. Murray, Ky.
753-0212
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
r3w 1n .0•Cahes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.










The Car Care Specialists"





Toyota & GMC Trucks
So 12th 153-4961
Salesmen Aubrey Matcher & Tom Moore
Tony Lester (33) took a handoff from Murray
State quarterback Ricky Ray during last week's
game against Morehead. The Racers attempt to





















Its nice to feel
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Another Test
OVC-Leading Lanphier, Racers After Fourth
Victory Against Gulf South Foe UT-Martin
By TONY WILSON
'Adger it Tunes Sports Editor• •
The way Rid( Lanpher sees
it, each week is a new test.
"I'm just a sophomore„ so I
feel like I'm still proving
myself each game," says
lanpher, Murray State's
defensive lineman who leads
' the Ohio Valley Conference in
tackles with 29.
• Lariphertv credits his rise
from last season, in which he
saw limited action, to the
leadershi? among his OVC
peers to an extensive weight
training program this sum-
mer.




Vol- techniques, he gives the
credit to tackle coach Bill
Baldridge, and for what he
terms an improved mental
attitude, to defensive roar-
dinator Frank Reamer. 'That
man .has taught what the
world "hustle" means," he
says, .
Lanpher says the Racers
success acts as a motivator
for him. "The .pressure is
there once you start winning,
but I enjoy it. The pressure in
winning is much better than




r and his team-
mates, who lead the (W ill
teain defense, will seek their
third - straight victory
Hambletonian
To Be Moved
By the Associated Press..
LEXINGTON. Ky. — The
Hanibletonian, harness
racing's- most prestigious
race, will, be moved to The
Meadowlands in East
Rutherford, N.J., for three
years beginning in 1981.
The Hanibletonian Society,
meeting here today, awarded
The • Meadowlands the con-
tract on the second ballot by a
12-9 vote.
Saturday when they venture
out of the OVC for a non-
conference game at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin at 7:30 p.m-in Pacer
stadium.
"I know that they ( UT-
Martin I are young, just like
us," says Lanpher, .ahd a




MURRAY 3.i-iI 1.17-ALUt1IN 13-11
166 I Ruslung Yards 030.0
143 7 Passing Yards 77.0
309 11 Total Offense 307.0
212.2 . Opp 3' Total Offense 













A ustul Pray  34
31 . Middle Tennessee 23
15 Jacksonville 14
13 Miss College . 10
statement. Of UT-Martin's top
44 players, 30 are either fresh-
men or sophomores.
-The Racers are corning off a
31-7 trouncing of Morehead,
hich gave them sole
possession of the lead in the
OVC. But Murray coach Mike
Gottfried felt the performance
wasn't as sharp as the
previous week's victory, a24-3
'win over Tennessee Tech.
"Our concentration wasn't
as good, and we missed a lot of
tackleg'," said Gottfried.
-Obviously, we did a lot of
things right to win 31-7, but we
did some things wrong, too."
UT-Martin, a winner in its
last three games after a 34-7
loss to Austin Peay to open its
season, is seeking to bounce
back from last year's 2-8 mark
under second-year coach
Vester Newcomb.
Like Morehead, the Pacers
rely primarily on the run.
having racked up an average
of 230 yards a game on the
How about a lift
in the middle of
the week?
It's so encouraging to hear people tel the
-healing they've had from thisting God's
care. To hear uplifting readings from the
Bible, and from Science and Health with
Key to_the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy.
To join together in hymns of joy.
There's nothing like it for some midweek
inspiration. We'd love to see you there
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
let Wedeestisys, 113111
lewd's Ionics, 11 AS
foray Scheel, 11 A*
Iteelleg how tel Wells. i/-3
le* farmer Ilve, allerrin
ground. Everett DeVeaux, a5-
9, 175-pormd junior, has picked
up 276 of them in UT-Martin's
four games for a 69-yard
average.
Murray appears to have the
edge in the passing game,
thanks thus far to sophomore
Ricky Ray. Ray leads the
conference in "passing with 59
percent accuracy (48 of 82),
while Pacer quarterback
Jimmy Wash, a junior, has
connected on only 42 percent
(23 of 55i for 2'39 yards.
Gottfried doesn't feel the
fact that Saturday's contest is
a nonconference game will
have any effect on his team's
performance. "We get ready
for 'a game each week and try
to think about what each one
means," he said. "We have to
have steady, consistent play.
"You can't play in this
league with the fear of a loss,
and that goes for people out of
the league as well," he said.
A member of the Gulf South
Conference, UT-Martin is 2-1
in league play, with its only
loss, coming to league foe
Austin Peay. Huh?
The Governors are still in
the' OVC. It's just that each
team in the GSC designated a
nonconference foe as a con-
ference one, and Austin Peay
became that one for Martin.
Danny Lee Johnson, who
rushed for 83 yards against
Morehead, now leads the OVC
in rushing with a 96.8 average,
but the junior tailback twisted
a knee last week and has seen
Limited practice time.
The fullback position should
be strengthened with the
return of George Turnleyind
Kenny Davis, both of whom
sustained injuries.. But the
status of Tony Lester, who -
was injured last week, and
Johnson is questionable. •
Photo by Tony Wilson
Rick Lanpher, Murray State's defensive tackle who leads the Ohio Valley Conference in tackles, says Saturday's game
with UT-Martin will be another test.
doles Hold On To Assume 2-0 Edge
By LARRY SIDDONS
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE — The Baltimore Orioles hold a commanding
lead in the American League playoffs whild the California
Angels must make an unprecedented comeback with a pitching
staff that is rapidly being depleted.






Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The University Of Tennessee
at Martin has had a habit in
the past of_ beating up on Ohio
Valley Conference teams,
particularly in 1977, when the,
Pacers defeated four OVC
teams by a combined scoring
margin of 130-37.
OVC PICKS
But the Pacers have played
only Middle Tennessee this
year, not exactly the resident
powerhouse. Murray State is
no Middle Tennessee.
The season's record stands
at 6-1, thanks to last week's 3-0
slate. The picks:
•
Murray 23, UT-Martin 7 —
Though Racer coach Mike
Gottfried felt his team's
performance against
Morehead last week wasn't as
crisp as the drubbipg of
Tennessee Tech two weeks
ago, the Racers should shine
in this one.
M usual, both learns will
WALBRIDGE ANGUS
TOTAL PERFORMERS SALE
at the farm South of Junction City, Kentucky.
25 TOTAL PERFORMANCE BULLS
Including sons of Milestone, "Mighty Marshall"
Blackcap Grandeur 2604, Happyvate Stud, Walbridge Grand Marshall,
Arnan of Wye, and Marshall Pride 4.
35 BRED HEIFERS
From the heart of the Walbridge herd. Daughters sired by and bred to
"Milestone", General 11 Patton, "Shoshone Titan", "Skyhigh",
Walbridge Governor, Blackcap Grandeur 2604, Black Revolution 2092,
"Aman". "Sparty", "Stud"
15 COWS with CALVES at side
SELLING
75 LOTS
For more information call: Bart Glass / 606-2364859
BIG, MODERN
ANGUS CATTLE
Wednesday, October 10, 1979
1 1:00 A.M., E.D.T.
inflict plenty of bruises upon
the other, but while Martin's
bruising, the Racers will be
cruising.
Murray last lost to Martin
by a 31-20 margin in 1977. The
Racers lead the series 9-5-1.
Austin Peay 20, at Morehead
10 — Austin Peay has had the
misfortune to open its OVC
schedule against two of the
best teams Eastern and
Western Kentucky — and it
will likely vent its 0-2 league
-frustrations upon Morehead
The Eagles, trounced 31-7
Murray last week, should
show more offense against the
Governor defense, but Austin
Peay quarterback Steve
Brewer's passes will cover the
field.
Morehead leads the series 9-
8.
Eastern Ky. 35, at Middle
Tenn. 7 — Austin Peay figured
to be a formidable opponent
for Eastern 101st week.
Eastern won 35-10.
Middle figures to be a patsy
for the Colonels, and as for the
Eastern's point-scoring
capabilities against Middle,
the sky's the limit.
The two teams have each
won 13-games in the series:
at Western Ky. 18, Northern
Michigan 12 — Western
Kentucky seems to have
recovered from its 0-2 start
after edging Austin Peay 24-20
two weeks ago. And it should
win its first-game ever against
Northern Michigan, which
leads the series 2-0.
at Jacksonville St. 20, Tenn.
Tech 7 — Tech is down and
should continue to fall against
Jacksonville, 1-2, in- the
nonconference game.
The Golden Eagles aren't
struggling to move the ball on
offense — they outgained
Nicholls State in total yardage
last Week 306-216 — but the
have had problems scoring
Thursday, then survived a nerve-rattling California rally to
edge the Angels 9-8 and take a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five series.
Don Stanhouse, the relief ace with the Harpo Mark hairdo
whose style on and off the mound has earned him the nickname
"Stan The Mat) Unusual," pitched into and out of a bases-loaded
jam in tile ninth inning to,move the Orioles to the brink of quali-
fying for their fifth World Series in 14 years.
AMERICAN LEAGUE PLAYOFFS
"Never a doubt in my mind," quipped Stanhouse, -whose late-
inning habit of putting runners on base before preserving a
Baltimore victory usually drive Manager Earl Weaver into the
dugout tunnel for a smoke. Another one of Stanhouse's
nicknames is "Full-pack," for the amount of cigarettes he
forces Weaver to,snioke.
'Weaver stayed around this time, though, as the Angels scored
twice in the ninth. With the bases loaded following an intentional
walk to Don Baylor, Stanhouse got Brian Dowwling, the league's
third-leading hitter, to ground to third base for a game-ending
forceout.
"Earl was rooting for me today. He usually doesn't see me pit-
ch," Stanhouse said.
Weaver said he shunned the runway because "every time I
went there, the Angels did something. So I decided to stay in the
dugout at the end." Besides, the manager added, "I still had
three cigarettes left."
The loss means that, to win the series in their first postseason
appearance, the Angels will have to sweep the final three games
of the series; which resumes tonight in Anaheim with Califor-:
Meeting Between Bid,
Affirmed Is Saturday
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — The race
everyone has been waiting for,
the meeting between Affirmed
and Spectacular Bid, comes
off 'Saturday at Belmont Park
in the $355,000 Jockey Club
Gold Cup with the national
championship up for grabs.
Excitement has been
building all week as post time
nears for this historic meeting
between these two' great
horses in the classic
at weight-forage. This means
Spectacular Bid, as a 3-year-
old, will carry 121 pounds.
Affirmed, a 4-yearold, totes
126.
A surprising large field of





gained the quarterfinals of the
Grand Prix de Bordeaux
tennis tournament by
defeating West German
Andreas Maurer 6-4, 6-2.
In other matchei, Carlos
Kirmayr of Brazil defeated
Uli Marten of West Germany
6-4, 7-5 and the Match between
Eric Deblicker of France and
Ulf Ericksson of Swedep was
stopped because of the late
hour.
BO': NOW





For Sale and on Display Now
HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 South 12th Street
In addition to Affirmed, the
1978 Horse of The Year and the
only equine with a $2 million
bankroll, and-Spectacular Bid,
winner of the Kentucky Derby
and the Preakness, Silent Cal,
Gallant Best, Czaravich, Bowl
Game and Coastal were en-
tered.
Affirmed, who will be ridden
by Laffit. Pincay,Jr., was
made the 4-5 favorite if the
morning line with Spectacular
Bid, with Willie Shoemaker
up, the even-money second
choice. Coastal, the surprise
winner of the Belmont Stakes.
thwarting Bid's . try for the
Triple Crown, was made the
third choice at 8-1 under Ruben
Hernandez. .
nia's Frank Tanana pitching against Baltimires Dennis Mar-
tinez.
No team has ever come back from a 2-0 deficit aninvon a
championship series, and California's pennant quest if
hampered by attrition on the pitching staff.
Manager Jim Fregosi acknowledged that reliever Mark
Clear, who pitched 52-3 innings Thursday, "has had some arm
problems of late and I doubt we'll be able to use him the rest of
the series." _ _ _ _
In Wednesday night's series opener, Angels starter- Nolan
Ryan had to leave after seven innings because of calf muscle
cramps. His availability for future games is uncertain.
Fregosi, however, said the Angels still had a shot at winning
the title.
"This club has battled back from a lot of adversity all year
and I think they'll do it again," he said. "I think we'll win three
in a row in California."
As they had in game No. 1, the Angels took a first-inning lead
on Dan Ford's two-out home run off 23-game winner Mike
Flanagan. Ford is the first player in the 11-year history 01 the
league championships to homer in the first inning of two con-
secutive games and only the fifth to hit home runs in consecutive
contests.
The Orioles moved on top to stay in the bottom of the inning,
scoring four times after a double play. They added four more in
the second, including three on Eddie Murray's 400-foot homer to
right.
A run in the third on a walk and two singles gave the Birds a 9-
1 lead. Flanagan, the major leagues.' winningest pitcher this
season, was in 'the midst of retiring 15 consecutive California
batters and the Baltimore lead seemed insurmountable.
But the Angels scored Once in the sixth on Rod Carew's double
and Carney Lansford's single and added another in the seventh
on singles by Don Baylor and Downing and a sacrifice fly by
Bobby Grich.
Then in the eighth, California reached Flanagan for three
runs. Pinch-hitter Mery Rettehmund walked, first baseman-
Murray committed an error on Carew's grounder and Lansford
singled, scoring pinch-runner Dickie Mon: -
Enter Stanhouse, who gave up a run-scoring single to Baylor
and a sacrifice fly to carve Baltimore's lead to four runs.
Pinch-hitter Larry Harlow walked to open the ninth and was
forced at second on a grounder by Rick Miller, who later moved
to third on Willie Davis' double and scored on Carew's groun-
gout. When Lansford followed with a run-scoring single, Weaver
visited Stanhouse.
"When Earl walked out to the mound, he just looked at me fun-
ny," said Stanhouse. "I looked down at him and said, 'Earl, I'm
throwing strikes but the ump isn't calling them."
When Weaver had resumed squirming in the dugout, Ford lac-
ed a single to left, moving Lansford to third. Baylor was then
walked intentionally to load the bases for Downing, who bounced
to DeCinces for the game-ending force.
"If you haal seen us all year, you probably thought that en-
ding was rather gtrange, but that's the way we've been." said
hanagan, a winner with relief help from Stanhouse for the sixth-
time this year.
Flanagan also received strong fielding support from shortstop
Kiko Garcia, who handled an American League playoff-record






Next Annual Racer Club Meeting
Monday, Oct. 8, 6 . 00 P.M
At Sirloin Stockade
Regular Dinner Meeting For
All Racer Club Members & Guests
Coach Mike Gottfried Reviews this week's game with
Martin and previews next week's game.
There will also be recognition
of the players of the week
AM
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Cincinnati Reds faced today
what in the previous 10-year
history of major league
-baseball's Championship
Series has been an impossible
Z. task.
• No team has been able to
come back and win after
losing the first two games of
the bestof-five series to
determine the World Series
representatives.
The Reds lost the first two
, games at home, both M extra
innings, and now must beat
the opportunistic Pirates
three straight in Pittsburgh's
T.bree Rivers Stadium.
'Cincinnati Manager John








"It doesn't mean that it
'-'can7t be done," McNamara
insisted. "We lost two very
goOd ball games ( 5-3 and 3-21.
- f So they beat us.two — who is to
say. we can't beat them
three-
McNamara pointed out that
one key hit in each game and
the Reds are up two instead of
down two. But hitting has been
Cincinnati's problem — the




naturally goes along with
McNamara.
"Those two games could
have gone either way,"
Tanner observed. "I'd have
been satisfied with a split." -
And Tanner recalled that
-this Reds beat the Pirates
,three straight in Pittsburgh
during the regular season.
"I don't predict," replied
Tanner, when asked if he
foresaw a three-game sweep
of the Reds. "I just want us to
keep playing well."
Tanner pitched righthander
Bert Blyleven, 12-5 during the
regular season, and involved
in 20 no-decisions. The Pirates
were 12-8 in those no-decision
games. McNamara 'relied on
23-year-old Mike LaCoss, who
was 14-8 after starting the
season with an eight-game
winning streak.
LaCoss, who was 4-8 last
year in his rookie season with
the Reds, insisted that he
didn't feel any additional
burden because of the Reds'
"no tomorrow" situation.
"There are eight other guys
[Akers Triumph,
.:.
:k Murray High Falls:.,
%:-. ::: In Frosh Football
1.4.. Calloway —County rallied
-"past Benton 30-14, while Mw-
ray High fell to North Mar-
itiall 12-0 in freshmen high
20001 football games yester-
: Calloway 36; Benton 14
:Calloway fell behind 6-0 and
but rallied for their
victory without a
feat.
Jeff Garrison scored on a
t
e-yard run, and Craig
rnell powered in from the
in the second quarter to
ot the score at 14-all.
-Then, later in the quarter,
eve Young returned a
koff 78 yards to give the
ers the lead for good.
oung and Darnell each
- red on conversion attempts
Calloway led 22-14 at
• ime.
':Young returned another
ilckoff for a touchdown — this
t































639 S. 4th St.
Phone- 753-9868
quarter, and Darnell scored
on it conversion run the
Lakers' final points.
They (Benton) scored on
their first two possessions, but
we kept our heads up and
came up. That's a good sign
for us," said Calloway coach
Joe Stonecipher.
The Laker& hosit,Lone Oak to
a 6:30 p.m. contest Monday.
North Marshall 12, Murray
High 0 .
North Marshall scored all
its points in the first half in
dealing the Tigers their se-
cond loss in three games.
"We just didn't play well
enough to win, it's that sim-
ple," said coach Mark Brady.
Murray hosts Mayfield
Thursday to a 6:30 p.m. game.
Seeds Go Down
In Pro Classic
By the Associated Press
KAANAPALL Hawaii —
Second-seeded Gene Mayer
was among three seeded
players eliminated in the third
round of the Island Holidays
Pro Tennis Classic.
Unseeded Australian Rod
Frawley upset Mayer, the No.
2 seecIJ-2, 6-3. Bruce Manson, •
seeded .15th, upset India's
Vijay Amritraj, the No. 4 seed,
6-4, 6-1 and Tom Gorman,
seeded 10th, Upset fifth-ranked
Marty Riessen 6-1, 6-3.
- Also advancing to the
quarterfinals were third-
seeded Victor Amaya and
Trey Waltke. Amaya scored a
1-7, 6-1, 6-4 victory over Tony
'Graham, who Was a
replacement fbr ,Toth
Gullikson, who withdrew.
Waltke beat Fritz Buehning
6-2,7-5. .
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. —
Dianne Fromholtz defeated -
Billie Jean King 6-2, 24, 6-Ito
reach the- semifinal round of
the U.S. Women's Indoor
Tennis Tournament.
• Egifier, Evonne Goolagong
Cawley beat Betty Stnve3", 7-
6 to • reach the quarterfinal
round.
Others who advanced were











out there besides me," said
the 6-foot-4 tighthander. "All I
can 4o is go out and try and do
my job."
LaCoss said the key to his
game was to keep Omar
Moreno and Tim Foji, the
Pirates' first two batters, off
base. •
"I've got to make them hit
their way on if they're going to
get there," LaCoss said. "If I
don't it creates -problem-.
s...obviously."
He didn't have to list the
problems. They, go by the
names of Dave Parker, Willie
Stargell, Phil Garner, Bill
Madlock and the rest of the
Pittsburgh power hitters.
LaCoss lost snme of his
effectiveness after the -All-
Star break. He claimed he was
pitching the same way, but
that the hits just seemed to
drop in.
•'After they hit the ball there
is nothing I can do about it,"
LaCoss said. "It's either at the
guys where they can get them
a man, the Pirates tried
to maintain the same low-key
approach to this big game as
they did during their drive to
the,Eastern Division title. It's
.a team that brags it never gets
too high- when it wins, or too
down when it loses.
Cincinnati catcher John
Bench summed things up for
his teammates when he said,
"We can't afford to make a
mistake because they take
advantage of it. We've been
down before. There are three
games and we have to win
them all.
"We've got to 'get out )in
frOnti early arid not look back.
We have to play hard, then
worry about Saturday." -
The closest a team has come
to 'Making it back fcom a 2-0
deficit was in 1972, when the
Detroit Tigers, then managed
by Billy Martin, lost the first
two at Oakland•to the A's. The
Tigers took -the next two at
home but lost the fifth game,
with Reggie Jackson scoring
the winning run. •
Mau by Tony Wilson




• AP Special Correspondent
BALTIMORE — The
"Singing Cowboy" headed
back to California today
without a banjo on his knee or
a Song in his heart, but stoutly
urging everybody not to send
the orchestra home yet.
-We've come a Jong way,
and there's no reason to-
believe we -can't keep
coming," said Gene Autry,
president and chaiftnan of the
board of the Angels, who trail
Baltimore t-vi—o-garnes to none-
in the American League's
best-of-five, championship
series.
"I want a champioo." said
Autry. "I think we'll get one."
The legendary Autry is now
72, a big, jowly man with the . Station in Oklahoma back in
* *
* *
rugged features and friendly
sn'Ule that made him the folk
cowboy hero a half-century
ago.
Sometimes you can catch
one of his Western movies on
the late, late show. Around
-.Christmas time. juke boxes
and home turntables still
_resound with the lilting strains
of "Rudolph The Red-Nosed
Reindeer." which - sold 11
million records: ,and sen-.
tinientalists get wet-eyed at
his impassioned "That Silver-
Haired-Daddy-of ir ro -Mint
Au-try has come a long way
since, according to legend, the
late Will Rogers discovered
him as an obscure
telegrapher, picking away at a
mail-order guitar in a railway
Not Yet, Says Angels' Cowboy Autry
the depression era.
After . , attending the first
game Wednesday, won by the
Orioles 6-3 in the 10th inning,
Autry watched Thursday's-9-&
cliff-hanger fpom his hotel
suite after making a quick
morning trip- to Washington,
D.C., to confer with his at-
torneys on business matters.
The old celluloid idol owns
radio and -TV, stations in I,os
Angeles and- has broad real
estate 'and other interests. A
frustrad ballplayer himself
— "good-hit,- no- speed,"•by his
own description — he bought
the expansion California
franchise in 1961. Since then
he has spent $13 million for
new talent, -which now is
paying dividends. - • •
laugh when people say.
WINTERIZE
the Angels are just a toy for
rm.,' 'Autry said. "That is
strictly not true. It is a
business, but also a sport I
love. I gcit into it to make
money — but I also got into it
to win."
Autry is still. a robust,
vibrant man, keenly alert,
although his step has slowed a
bit and his eyes are not as
sharp as when he was shooting
black hats off the heads of
movie villains.
He is proud of—the movie
legacy he left — a righter of
wrongs who never kissed a
girl, never slugged a guy
smaller than himself and
never shot a man in the back.
"I made . close - to 100
movies," Autry said, "I also
did' a 13-chapter TV Serial. In
those days, people didn't-want
Me to show any sentimentality
or weakness.
"You see, I always- played
myself, never some other
Western charaCter.. Even in
the TV serial. 1 was 'Gene .
Autry,' who was supposed to
do no wrong."
"Kiss them?" he said of his
leading ladies. - "Goodness,
no."
Cross Country Teams Lose
FORT CAMPBELL. _Ky.
Calloway County dropped a
pair of meets to Trigg County
trnd Fort Campbell in high
school cross country action
yesterday.
The Laker girls finished
with 75 points, behind Fort
'Campbell ( 21 ), and Trigg
County 1401. The Callowal
boys, meanwhile, compiled $4
points to trail Fort Campbell
.(20) ancIT,rigg 41).( 
Both Laker squads travel to
Webster County for a meet'
-Tuesday.
Callaway beys I $,610 meters) — (nig
Robertson, 10th, 19-36. Marty Wyatt,
16th, 21 22, Freddy Yowled, lath. 21:311,
Jeff Harlan, 19th, 2133; Scott Nis, 1114
21)5
"A."3 Rids i1.999 eaten) —
Melissa Wier, 12th, 1310. &wistaria
Wawa, 131.h. 15 16, Gina Walker, 15th.
13-46: Vicki Houghton, 17th, 16.23;




********* ***PARKER FORD INC* * * * * * * *
(Front row) Nike Ryan, Jackie Rimer°, Monty Stem, Nelson Waldrop, Res Parker,
John Dowdy, (back row) Belford Henry, Pat Watkins, R. L. Dowdy, Glen Barnett,




Solid rte. tuneta inchodos instslialioo of motorcrott spark plugs. MIP*CtiOn 04
choke, throttle Salop spark gag wires one distributor cap; ediestment of con
berate, and tisane fears slightty ass, encei:n.i siightty 1110,0
4 Cyl. 6 Cyl 8 Cyl.
'21" $254° $2940






Check Ind latest cater, amber and lee-H' ^,k u, 'et include vehicles equipped 
risk
amphorae strut surspensloos. Domestic posi.ntor cots only
Total Special Price As Described9350
A", acplienble toles oittre
PARKER FORD INC.
LIP AND SAV
Offer Good Through Oct. 31. Coupon Must Be Presented With Work Order.
* * *-* * * * * * * * *\ * * * * * * * * * *
KERTFOID 
Visit our Service Department before
Winter takes over. We'll see to it that
you're ready for the months ahead.
Motor Craft parts - installed by trained
technicians using factory-authorized
tools and techniques - and our special
prices all add up to help you protect
your investment.
haat For Frog! End Allgamest




Said state trate-ep inchodeis instalatiea ef matercreft spark plop, pants & cow
601131111, inspection of choke, threttie Waage, area plug wires and distributer cep;
sdiestweed of carburetor and Mang. hen sightly less; icernolines slightly mare.
6 Cyl. 8 Cy'.
16" '39"





















































Wednesday 's GameW L T Pet. PP FA
Baltimore 6, California 3 10 inningsMiami 4 1 • 1MS 113 7$
Buffalo 3 2 0 011 lit IN
New England 3 2 $ .360 136 Thersday's Gime
N.Y Jets 2 3 • 4S1 IS 164 Baltimore 9, California 11, alakunore
Baltimore 0 6 0 11011 42 lb leads 2411series
Central
Cleveland 4 1 0 as 101 94 Friday's Geese
Houston 4 1 0 .11111 117 101 Baltimore ID Martinet. 15-16 at
Pittsburgh 410 _1. n California ;Tanana 7-51, (n1
Cincinnati 0 5 0 .NO 71 149
West Setawiley 'a Genie
San Diego 4 1 0 MO IC 81 Baltimore at California, if neceseary
Denver 3 2 IWO 71 91
Kansas City 3 2 0 NO IN 10 &today'. Game •
Oakland 2 3 • 400 71 112 Baltimore at California, if necessary,
Seattle 1 4 0 SI 13 123 In)
Nations! Candereice
East
Dallas 4 1 0 .661112 a
Pldladelphia 4 100 93 71
Washington 4 1 S. .500114 17
St. Louts 1 4 0 SO 76
N.Y. Giants 0 5 WO 51 118
Central
Tampa Bay 5 0 0 1.600 119 71
Mbirsesota 3 3 • 100 17 106
Chicago 2 3 I .490 a 13
Green Bay 1 3 0 NO a
Detroit 1 4 0 2110 44 125
Wert
Los Angeles 3 2 0 WA 84 78
Atlanta 2 3 0 NO 101 104
New Orkens 2 3 0 NO 121 1211
San Francisco 0 5 0 NO se 137
limely„ October 7
Chicago at Buffalo
Detroit at New England
Green Bay at Atlanta
Kamm City sa Cincinnati
Washington at Philadelphia
Tampa Bay at New York Giants
St Louis at Houton
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Dallas at Minnesota
Los Angeles at New Orleans
New Vert Jets at Baltbnore
Sam Diego at Denver
Seattle at San Francisco, ;
Illenday, October, $
Miami at Oakland. ; n
Prep Football
Thursday Games
Campbellsville 2$ Caverns 3
Edinopson Co 26 W Hardin 12
Franklin Co 17 Scott Co 3
Glasgow 19 Warren East 0
Hart Co 15 Allen C. 14
Laurel Co 14 Madison Co 0
Paintsvdle 20 Johnson Central 0
Rich Madison 26 Beres 6
Rockcastle Co 33 Casey Co 0
Russellville 21 Fulton City 6




Cleveland 127, Detroit 23
Milwaukee 110, Chicago 91
KIWIS] City 99, Denver 115
Houston 105, Utih 94
Seattle 116, San Diego 114
Natiseal Hockey League
atlesesota 6, Winelpeg
Plilladelptda 5, New York limiters 4
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Game
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 2
Wednesday's Came
PittsburgS 3, Cincinnati 2, ; 11 inn-
ings),; Pittsburgh leads series 3-0)
Friday's Games
Cincinnati f LaCoss 14-C at Pittsburgh
Blyleven 12-51
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati at Putsburgh, if necessary,
Sueday's Games




DETROIT PISTONS - Asked waivers
on Tony Price and Alan Hardy, for-
wards; and Stanley Joplin, guard.
NEW JERSEY NETS - Signed Jan








NHL - Named Bobby Orr special
assistant to John Ziegler, president;
Jack Driscoll director of marketing and
communications; Rodger Gottlieb emits-
UM public relations director for the New
York office; and Mike Griffin assistant
public reiati01111 director for the Mon-
treal office.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS - Sent
Duane Sutter, right wing, to Lethbridge
of the Western Canadian Hockey
.League.
COLLEGE
ADELPHI - Named Rick Scimeidner
wornen's basketball coach.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY -
Named Thomas S. Jarman wrestling
coach.
As error apparld ie Untie Jeff's ad 'tads ran in mends, a mar. the ad




regulates for low or
high temperature adjustment, light









logically has yielded nothing
but aggravation for the last
two weeks. Teams that can't
lose come up losers and teams
that can't win suddenly look
like world-beaters.
To combat this strange
phenomenon, the Pro Picker
offers an irrational selection
this week. How about, for an
Upset Special, the winless
New York Giants over the
unbeaten Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers?
When you stop laughing,
consider that the Giants are
probably going to win a game
sometime this season and they
are home this week against a
team that is still something
less than a powerhouse,
despite those five straight
wins.
Pro Picks
If you don't buy that theory,
how about temporary insanity
brought on by a second
straight 7-7 week? The
season's record is 46-23, for
.667. The picks:
N.Y. GIANTS 17, TAMPA
BAY 14i• Newcomer jthil
Simms at quarterback arrliost
wiped out a 17-0 deficit at New
Orleans last week. Maybe he
can lead the Giants out of the
wilderness. .
NEW ENGLAND 23,
DETROIT 14: The Patriots
have too many offensive
weapons for the Lions to
handle.
KANSAS CITY 19, CINCIN-
NATI le: Now if the Bengals
had Bench, Foster and
Seaver, they might not be
winless.
BUFFALO 27, CHICAGO
20: Every week, Joe
Ferguson's pitching makes




riding high after beating the
Steelers, the Eagles should
handle the Redskins.
PITTBURGH 24, CLEVE-
LAND 21: This won't be easy
for the Steelers. The Browns
are always tough at home.
ATLANTA 17, pREEN BAY
10: Was that a Monday night
mirage or the real Packers?
For the moment, we'll choose
mirage.
Bright And Angry
Michigan, Michigan State Rivalry To Resume
Saturday; Ohio State Faces Northwestern
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
As college football rivalries
go, it's one of the best, one of




Don Canham, "this one is for
blood."
The 72nd meeting between
Michigan and Michigan State
Saturday will also be for a
better foothold in the tough
Big Ten, a league that
currently boasts four of the
nation's Top 20 teams.
Michigan is ranked No. 11
and Michigan State No. 16,
while Ohio State is eighth and
Purdue 12th in the country.
The Wolverines hold a
commanding 45-21 advantage
with five ties in this honored
--SetieS; But many of those
victories were fashioned at the
beginning when Fielding
Yost's fabulous "Point-a-
Minute" Michigan teams were
ruling the- college football
• world in the early 1900s.
At the time, Michigan State
was a little agricultural
college just struggling for
survival and a social distin-
ction was quickly drawn
between the Michigan elitists
and the so-called "farmers"
from East Lansing. Some
snobbish Michigan supporters
haven't let Michigan State
people forget that point over
the years, onlr one of many
reasons. .this hot rivalry
continues to go at a roaring
pitch.
Ohio State, meanwhile, will
play Northwestern and
Purdue will meet Minnesota
as the Big Ten, among other
leagues, moves its season into
high gear.
Elsewhere; top-rated
Southern Cal opens defense of
its Pac-10 title with a game
against Washington State; No.




In about 33 A.D. this great source of power was revealed,
first to only 12 men, and then to the world. These twelve men
were called the disciples of Christ. The awareness of this
inexhaustible source of power has grown to encompass the
world through many different Christian churches. The power
is called Jesus Christ.
This source of energy is yours for the asking. You can hook
into it by simply believing and accepting. It's as simple as
follow-the-leader.
We hope you will look upon the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) as a natural outlet in your search for the power
beyond yourself.
Prepare now for that time when you will need more energy
and power than a human being alone can muster. Find the
church home that will help you achieve all that God planned
for you.
We want to help. Come in this Sunday and let's work on it
together.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
Wichita State; Colorado visits
No. 3 Oklahoma; Rice visits
No. 4 Texas; No. 5 Nebraska
entertains New Mexico State;
sixthranked Houston tackles
Baylor; No. 7 Washington
meets Oregon State; No. 9
Florida takes on Louisville
and No. 10 Notre Dame plays
at home to Georgia Tech.
Also, it's No. 13 Arkansas at
TCU; No. 14 North Carolina
State at Auburn; Florida at
No. 17 ISIJ ; Cincinnati at No.
18 North Carolina and
Mississippi State at No. 419
Tennessee.
The winner continues in a tie
for the Big Ten lead at 2-0 and
a 4-1 record in all gknes, since
both clubs currently are 1-0 in
the conference and 3-1 overall
Southern Cal is a lopsided
favorite over Washington
State and Trojan Coach John
Robinson is fully aware of the
dramatic difference in teams.
Ohio State Coach Earle
Bruce dismisses the heavy
odds given his team over
Northwestern with the
remark: "Northwestern has
some capabilities of beating
somebody ma given Saturday
if they pass ale ball."
Notre Dame's game with
Georgia Tech seems to be a
softer touch than the Fighting
Irish have faced in their first
three games.
"I would like to think, that
maybe we've turned the




Green To Be Tested
By the Associated Press
Thanks to the running of
Gordon Lunceford, Franklin
County got a long weekend of
high school football off to a
rousing start with a sur7
prisingly one-sided win over
top-ranked Scott County of
Class AAA.
Lunceford, a 200-pound
tailback, rambled for 154
yards in 30 carries and score'd
on runs of 3 and 23 yards as
Franklin County, No. 3 in the
State AAAA rankings, upped
its record to 8-0. Scott County
slipped to 6-1.
Lunceford's performance
pushed him over 1,000 yards
rushing for the seciand year in
a row. He has 1,046 yards and
12 touchdowns this season.
In the other Thursday night
games involving ranked
teems, top-rated Richmond
Madison of Class A won its
fifth game in six starts with a
26-6 decision over Berea, while










Paradise Kennels If 4-
Ads:U. R.O.T.C. 4
John Clark Exc. iii)egnst 8 4
km...tGrio:le Market 7 5Auto Electric 5 7
Team No. 4 5
NOW's 4 5
Ky. Lake 111 Company 3 9
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
John Clark Exc. & Coast 
Paradise Kennels 
Paglial's 
HIGH TEAM GAME I HC
Clark Exc. & Coma 
Team No. 4 
Team No. 4 
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
Paradise Kennels  1605
Feelers  1685
Clark Exc. & Cond.  1630
HIGH TEAM SERIES (BC1
Clark EXC. & Cond.
Team No. 4
1•71111Gctiee Moiled 
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chup of ranked teams is
scheduled tonight in western
Kentucky, where unbeaten
Bowling Green, 6-0 and ranked
second in the State AAAA poll,
entertains giant killer
Paducah Tilghman, 5-0, which
surged into fifth in the ratings
this week after the Tornado
ended Mayfield's 31-game
winning streak with a 14-7
overtime win.
Two top-rated clubs will be
in action tonight. Owensboro
of State AAAA, 7-0, faces
perhaps its toughest test of the
year when the Red Devils host
Henderson County, 5-1.
Henderson County had been
ranked fifth in State AAAA,
but was nudged from the
rankings last week by
Paducah Tilghman.
Class AA leader Mayfield, 6-
1, tries to get back on the
winning track against in-
vading Marshall County.
In, a Saturday night game,
No. 1 Louisville Trinity of
Jefferson County, 6-0, plays
Louisville Waggener.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
-Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 Louisville Iroquois, 6-0,
hosts Jeffersontown, No. 3
Louisville Butler, 6-0, is at
Louisville Male, No. 4
Louisville Bishop David, 5-1,
meets Louisville Shawnee,
and No. 5 Louisville DeSales,
5-1, plays Louisville Durrett.
-State AAAA: No. 4
Lexington Tatei Creek, 5-1,
hosts Middlesboro.
-Class AAA: No. 2
FranklinSimpson, 6-0, is at
Warren Central, No. 3 Belfry,
5-0, entertains Matewan,
W.Va., No. 4 Simon Kenton, 7-
0, is at home against Erlanger
Lloyd, and No. 5 Lincoln
County, 6-0, meets invading
Knox Central.
-Class AA: No. 3 Heath, 5-
1, hosts Lone Oak, No. 4
Somerset, 5-1, entertains
Boyle County, and No. 5
Pikeville, 5-1, is at home
against Morgan County.
Second-ranked Corbin, 6-0, is
idle this week after its
scheduled game with Everts'
was cancelled due to the
Aatter's suspension by the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association.
-Class A: No. 2 Elkhorn
City, 6-0, hosts Virgie, No. 4
Harlan, 7-0, entertains Lone
.1htdi and No. 5 Bellevue, 4-2,
Cant on Newport.
HOUSTON '31, ST. LOUIS
13: The Oilers are rolling and
they have incentive now that
Pittsburgh has lost a game.
LOS ANGELES 24, NEW
OR-LEANS 10: Their shutout
of the Cardinals has the Rams'
defense ready for anything
Archie Manning might throw
their way.
N.Y. JETS 21, BALTIMORE
17 Even the return of Bert
Jones won't be enough to
straighten out the Colts - at
least not inunediately.
SAN DIEGO 30, DENVER
14; Here's a charley for the
Chargers to really take
control in the AFC West. They
won't miss it, either.
DALLAS 21, MINNESOTA
10: If Detroit gave the Vikings
fits, imagine the trouble the
Cowboys can cause them.
SEATTLE 21, SAN FRAN-
CISCO 13: When will the 49ers
win? Sorry, not this week.
MIAMI 24, OAKLAND 17
i Monday night l: Bounce back
week for the Dolphins.
Oosterhuis Leads Texas Open;
Bradley Hopeful At Wheeling
By the Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO, Texas -
Englishman Peter Oosterhuis
fired a 5-under-par 65 and took
a one-stroke lead over Gibby
Gilbert and Doug Tewell after
the first round of the $250,000
Texas Open.,
Buddy Gardner fired a 67
and was two strokes behind
Oosterhuis.
WOBURN, England -
South African Tienie Blitz
jumped into a two-stroke lead
at the halfway stage of a
$120,000 international 4olf
tournament.
Britz shot a 5-under-par 67
for an 8-under-par 36-hole Mal
of 136.
Sharing second place were
Britain's Tony Jacklin, who
had a second-round 69, and
Graham Marsh of Australia;
who shot a 68.
WHEELING, W.Va. - Pat
Bradley hasn't won a tour-
nament all year, and she.says
the Wheeling LPGA Classic is
as good a place as any to stop
that streak.
Bradley ranks third on the
LPGA money-winning list
with earnings of over $127,000,
despite her victory drought.
From a pride standpoint,
however, she says she would





morning at the Speidel golf
course at Oglebay Park, a
city-owned municipal park.
The par-72, 6,240-yard Speidel
course is considered one of the
most challenging on . the
women's tour because of its
hilly, strength-sapping
terrain.
Bradley said that while 1979
has been a successful year for
her, a victory is something she
considers long overdue.
The player the rest of the
LPGA golfers worry about
most, Nancy _Lopez, ign't
entered this week. This year's
top money-winner, with
earnings of over $194,000,
Lopez said she will play in just
one more tournament. She
'won the $150,000 .Dallas LPGA
tournament last week.
Six of the top ten money-
winners are entered, including
second place Sandra Post.
Jane Blalocli, fifth on the
current money list, is seeking
her third Wheeling victory in
the last four years. She
defeated Bradley in a one-hole
playoff in 1976, then won by




By the Associated Press
BALTIMORE - The
brother of Baltimore Oriole
shortstop Kiko Garcia has
been ordered to appear in
court Oct. 24 on charges of
possession of a controlled
dangerous substance.
John Garcia was among 15
persons arrested Wednesday
night at Memorial Stadium
just prior to the Orioles
playoff victory.
Garcia, 24, of Walnut Creek,
Calif., was arrested for
allegedly attempting to scalp
a playoff ticket. But during the
search, police found a sub-
stance believed to be a small
amot,i,Aef hashish.
•
Free For The Asking I
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE









•ALUMINUM 8 VINYL SIDING eGUTTERING
•PIPE INSULATION  -• ROOF SEALING
• CARPORTSII - *PANELING
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Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect. . .
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and haws year
payments ready. If this is
possible toll them when to come
and collect.
Hit NH. Mit 1 K. 1.1./1.1.1iO, tl.tLs
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
nth& Main - Murray, Ky
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
Corner
k /oktmanh
Bibles 8. Church Supplies
Reference 8 Inspirational Books













•Complete Automatic Transmission Servico
209 S. 7th •Complete Tune-up & ban, Service 7531751


























-Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
753-4832
A.





- cPc I 
SACW/L"
. America's Favorite
fl Drive-In641 North Hwy. 753-9002
Kenlake Marine
J. W. WHAM-MGR.
- Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
Kentmeicw fried Chau
, "It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Cell in Orders 753-7101
Murray Cablevision
Phone 753-5005
er Bel-Air Shopping Center











641 North - 753-2654
I EOPI.F.S BANK../









D & W.Auto Supply





-Go To Church Sunday'
Ran/dy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning- Ativtimq-Corrintecciel Ref rigsration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802-Chestnet - • - Phone 753418-1 '
ta - Pizza Hut
.0Pius•Pasta•Sandwiches












Monung Worship 11 00 a.m.





















Sunday. School 9,45 am.
Morning Worship 1045a.m.
Singing, Evening Wors. 5: 30.6:00 pm.
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship 1100a.m.
Evening Worship 6.33 pm.
ORIESIT BAPTIST
Morning Worship t .1 :00 a m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST




Evening Worship 7.00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00am.





Morning Worship . 1100 am.
Evening Worship 6:45 p.m.
SALEM {AIM
Morning Worship 11:013a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship 11:00•m.
Evening Worship 6.45 p.m.
owns Quin
Morning Worship 1100a.m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p.m. & 6 :00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9. 30 a.m.
Worship , 11 .0g a.m.
LONE OAK PRIMMVE
1st Sunday 2 00 p.m





































Sunday School 10 00am.
Morning Worship 11 00 arn.
LEDNETTO MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Preaching 11 00 a m. & 6:00 p.m.












ST. 1014N BAITYST 01111101
Morning Worship 10 45 a.m.
Sunday School 9 30 am.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHUM
Wednesday Service 6 30pm.
Sunday School 10 00 am.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Sunday Nite 6-30 p.m.
maw Peonotect
Sunday School 10 am.
Preaching Service 11 am.
Nightly Service 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD IIAPT1S7 Olutat
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11.00a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00p.m.
Wednesday Evesigig 7.00 p.m.
Christian
MKT CHIRSTIAN
Worship Services 10:46 a .m..6 .00 pm.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 1030 a.m.
Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Evening Service 6:00 p.m.
Others
MICH Of EMUS CHIRST
Of LATTell DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World 131c1g.




Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a .m .4 30 p.m.
Saturday Mass 6.30 p m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
saws
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky,
Sundays 1100 a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 8 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10: 30a.m.
Bible Lecture 9.30 a.m.
-ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:46a.m.
Church School 11.00 a.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
Church Service 11:30a.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10.30a.m.




How many hours of your MC are spent in neediess anxiety? No matter what
you worry about. money, health or old age, it's. waste of time-time that could be
spent in a far more pNasurable way.
Put your worioes in God's hands. He is far more capable of dealing with them
than we. You'll hod many carts slipping away and you will begin to eeperionce a






























SEVENTH I, POPLAR '
Worship Service 8 30a in.
Bible Study 9 45 am.
Worship Service 10:40am.
Evening Worship 6:00 p in




Evening worship 6:00 pm
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 1100a m
Evening Worship 6:00p m
SECOND STREIT
Morning Worship 10 45a rn
Evening Worship 6:00 pm.
FRIDID911P
Sunday School 10:00 a m
























10 00 a ITI
10 50 a in
t Sunda &
10 00 a a
11 00 a ir
6 00 p
MABANATHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
200 N. 1511 St.
Services
Monday & Thursdav















Morning p U191.00 a.m.
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5.30 pm.
N Y P.S. Worship 5.00 pin.










Worship Services 11 am.,7 pm.
MOUNT PLEASANT








Evening Worship 7.30 pm
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Services 11:00 a.m.,11:110 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10:00am














Sun Services 10-11 am -7 p.m The















401 Olive - 753-5312
COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4 Mukkey, Ky. 753-1717
Methodist
HAZEL wino mowoont
Worship 10 00 a in
Sunday School 11 00 am
MASONS CH UNITED
Worship 11 00 a.m
'Sunday School 10.00am
PALEMNE IINOTIS
Sundry School 10 00 am
Worship 11 00am
NARTINVOIAPIIIL UNITED
Worship Service ' 9 39 a in.
Sunday School 10 MIOlin
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service II.010am









Worship Service 11 00 11.111. lit & Ind
Sunday, 10:00 am 3rd & 4th, Sunday
Schgol 1000 am. 1st & bid Sunday, 11:0D
a.m. 3rd &Mb Sunday









Worship Service 9 45 am.








Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship 11.00a.m.,11.00p.m.
MT. HINTON
Worship Service 1000 a.m. lit Sunday &
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11:00 am. 1M Sunday- 10:00am. bid,
3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00am. bid Stinday
11:00 am. 4th Sunday, Sunday School
















2nd & 4th Sunday Night 7.00 p m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9:45am.
Morning Worship 10:45 am,
Evening 6:30p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10-00 a .m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Gram, Calloway, lilarsheit Carl. Csuntles In By. end Nem Cs.,
7534351 or 2474358 - - -Team.
- Rutledge Funeral Nome
-Serving Murray For 25 Years"
Pete and Anthony Rutledge










ItnEy la sett-est nor3 _ loin Jones /Andras70
0 0 PHILLIPS
Fes E S Points 66
752-2571










AND APPAREL THE SAGER GLOVE
753-7781
CORPORATION
700 N. 4th St. Murray
Captain D's
f seafood






















102 N. 4th For Fine Printing" 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION •
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




; ‘) WA • of Murray
SundeT Buffets - 11 to 2












Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks I Ready Nis Concrete








lapme.m/ix/ 701 Main 753-5273
VUri Americanm Motors Cain-AMC-Jeep
Concord, Pacer, Spirit & Jeeps
Top Quality Used Cars






ii i Jtoliand Aug3
Bob Dunn, R. Ph.
109 So. 4th Street 15% Discount Cosh & Carry 7531462
On Prescriptions
9,, Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fish DinnersAN ,,,  
on Hwy. 68 at Aurora






..We Hoye A4H°PPEurningDef1 sire To Please''
Olympic Plana, Murray* Ky :.-75K-4-160 - - -
641. Super. Shell
Free Pickup a Delivery
Open IrWl e.nt. • Clete II:00 p.m.
Sesifisy °peal:00 misi. - Chose 1000 p.m.
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Brown Synthetic Fuel Plant Plan
Is One Step Closer To Frutition
By JOHN WINN Mli I Pit
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, KY. (API --
A plan to locate a new syn-
thetic fuel plant in Kentucky,
first proposed by John Y.





energy officials will nwet with
a Texas firm to discuss
locating a SASOL-type coal-
liquefaction plant in the state.
SASOL Ltd. has operated a
conimercial coal-liquefaction
plant in South Africa since




By OR. IRIAN TRACKER
Human backs are not
well designed to endure
the strenuous uses to
which they are put. That
is why back pain is such
a common complaint.
Pain in the lower back
or in the shoulder or
neck area is something
that nearly everyone ex-
periences at one tune or
another.
A minor fall, a sudden
wrench, an accident or
strain can displace a
vertebra and keep it
slightly- out of perfect
alignment. Resultant
pain may not be eviden-
ced for weeks or even
months but eventually,
severe back pain can be
expected.
Phone now. Learn if
chiropractic can help
L
to find relief from














50,000 barrels of sythetic oil a
daN. •
Last July, the Democratic
gubernatorial candidate
sponsored a conference
between the state Department
if F:nergy, Texas Eastern
Corp., two German firms and
tlw federal Department of
Eiterg) to discuss the SASOL
prowess.
Friday, Kentucky's
Secretary of Energy David
Drake' will meet with Texas
Eastern in Houston, Texas, to
discuss the possibility of
constructing a SASOL-type
plant in Kentucky.
The Jneeting was scheduled
after .SASOI„ in cooperation
with Fluor Corp., agreed to
provide Texas Eastern with
technical assistance in
evaluating the cost of con-
structing and operating a
plan
c 
t in the Midwest, .ac-
ording . to Brown's
headquarters.
"Secretary Drake will
provide Texas Eastern with
five possible sites in Ken-
tucky, as well as information
on" the availibility and
characteristics of coal in the
state," said Ron 'Sanders,
deputy conunissioner of the
Bureau ot. Energy Research,
one of the two buteaus in the
State Energy Department.
Sanders said all five sites
are located in west Kentucky.
Two of the sites are on the
Green River and three are on
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Lager & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p.rn Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department ,
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray ledger I Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days.
the Ohio River, he said.
A potential plant would
require at least 1,000 acres, a
river location, and large
quantities of coal that could be
purchased under a long-term
contract, Sanders said.
"This is quite an un-
dertaking because it would
require $4 billion to $5 billion,"
he said.
Sanders explained that
SASOL's process differs from
other methods of producing
synthetic fuels like H-Coal or
Solvent Coal, because it is a
"first generation technology."
A plant using first
generation technology is not
as technically efficient as
other processes and is more
expensive in the short run,
Sanders said.
"Supporters of the process
argue that it's better to build
less efficient plant like SAS( I
that vie know how to budc
now, than to wait for °thy!
types of plants to perfec
newer methods," he said.
"Supporters also point out
that the SASOL plant in Soul!)
Africa has been operatint:
successfull for years."
The SASOL process coi:-
verts oat into a number t,1
fuels, but gasoline is the maji,it
Kt duct, Sanders said.
Texas Eastern, a
Houstitnbased energy limmt.
sells natural gas to Texas Gas
Transmission, one of the
major suppliers of naturalgas
in Kentucky. The Fluor Corp.
is a California-based
engineering and architectural
mfir, inch serveas the
managing ttitntitaetor if au-
plant IS built, Sanders said.
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 401 the kid-
-1 Pronoun neys
4 Ascend 5 Exists
8 Criticize 6 Secret agenf
11 Brave one 7 Ogles
12 Discover 8 Head rest
13 Artificial Ian- 9 Bother
guage 10 At present
14 Conjunction 11 Pit
15 Weight unit 16 Preposition
17 Color 18 Brim
19 Land parcel 20 Gratuity
21 Distant 22 Curb
23 Yellow ocher 25 - Kennedy
24 Redact 27 Man's name
26 Robert E. - 29 Meadow









































Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
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MUCH FUN THIS IS
HAVE TO
PRACTICE, SIR















QUEEN OF KOQANIA s










Jus-r PUT ME ON
TI-4E
A WITCH 2 YOU'Re NANO:-
THAT PRETTY LITTLE BAB',
AFTER A #114/7tW
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY IA THE CLASSIFIEDS!
1. Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
MID-STATE HOMES, INC., Plaintiff, VERSUS
CHARLES D. STAFFEY, ET U X, Defendant.
NOTICE OF $ALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale fo the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the September
14 term thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the sum
of Eighteen Thousand Four Hundred Forty Seven
apd 85/100 l$18,447.85) Dollars, with interest at the
rate of eight per cent per annum from the 14th day
of September 1979, until paid and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for Sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 22nd day of October,
1979, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days the following described property,
to-wit:
Lot 147 in Unit 1 of Anderson Shores Subdivision as
shown by plat recorded in Plat Book Number 4 at
Pages 54 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
The above described lot 147 is conveyed and
transferred subject to all protective covenants,
restrictions,, easements, reservations, and all other
covenants running with the title of said land as
shown in Book 154, Page 2201 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
This being the same property conveyed to Charles
D. Staffey and wife, Clara Staffey, A/IC/A Clara
Elaine Staffey, A/K A C. Elaine Staffey from
Anderson Shores, Inc. by deed dated October 7,1976
and recorded in Calloway County Clerk Office in
Book 156 and Card 1657.
,For the purchase price, the purchaser must ex-
ecute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having
the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
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RaWater end Heater Service.
We else install Deo plass.
753-1751
209 S. 7th Street
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
listed h•re is a ready
reference that will quickly
help you locate th•




3. Cord of Thanks
4, In Memory






13, For Sal* or Trade
14, Want To Buy












27, Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30, Business Rental
31, Want To Rent
32. Apts. For lihent
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
33, Farms For Rent








44. lots For Sole
45. Farms For Sale






52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
SI, For Trash

















AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00









FREE PARKING!  1
Country Way Cafe. 1215 (past
Cherry Corner). Kentucky lake
Fiddlers; Shrimp Baskets (21);
Liver Baskets; Golden Fried









Hebrews 10:25: -Not forsaking
the assembling of ourselves
together, as the manner of
some is; but exhorting one
another; and so much the
more. as, ye see the day ap-
proaching." Sabbath worship
service, Saturday's 5 pm-ti-1---6-
pm. Bible study. 6 til 7 and 7
til 8 evenings. Study by phone
• anytime. Free Store for the
needy, All donations • ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
,or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 759-4600.
The undersigned will sell at
public sale for cash: 1969
Hobbs trailer, serial number
• 647001, and a 1974 Diamond
RIG tractor'. 601564, October
11. 1979 at 2 pm at Trucks-
Trailers-Buses Inc.. Route 4.
Murray, KY. The undersigned








Toddler's Day Care now .had
openings jor 2 3 and 4 year
What we do best .is care
Necklline 753-6333 
Will the person who found a 1-
78 wIjite sidewall, Goodyear
tire on highway 381. Please
call collect 901-822-6161
Rewqrd offered
5. Lost and Found
Lost White male Spitz. in
vicinity of Murray Lumber
Saturday Reward' Call 492-
8806 
6. Helt Wanted 
Clean-up and lube man Apply
in person. Jim fain Motors
Sycamore Street
Captain D'S needs morning -
prep person immediately App-
ly in person between 1 and 4
No phone calls.
Five men or women with own
transportation for light
delivery. Apply in person after
12 Monday, Oct. 8th, Number
5, Dixlietand Shopping Center_
Help wanted. Part-time workers
from 7 til 5 pm, W.M. Avery
Lumber Co.. Box 95. Puryear,
TN. 901-247-3761.
Management trainees, 'needed
for growing fast food operation.
Excellent opportunity for per-
sons looking for advancement
at bettering their future. Posi-
tions open in Murray, Mayfield,
and other locations throughout
the southeast. An equal oppor-
tunity employer. If interested
call Ms. Englebert at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for appoint-
ment. 1-800-633-5912. 
Need someone to help care for
elderly person. call 753-1690.
-. Need delivery route person,
good houl, ̀good salay. Inquire
at Boone Cleaners, 605 Main
St. No phone calls please.
Need paper deliverer for
Paducah Sun. Must have
reliable transportation. Call
759-4898. 
Person interested in challeng-
ing job in law office. Must have
typing, shorthand (or speed-
writing), and bopkkeeping ex-
perience. Full time position.
Send resume to P.O. Box 32 R.
Murray, KY.
RN and LPN needed. Full or
part time. 3 to 11 shift. Ex-
cellent salary and benefits.
Paid holidays and vacations.
Care Inn, 247-0201, Mayfield,
KY.
Salesperson needed for com-
mission sales at local retail
store. Send resume to P.O. Box
32S. 
Wanted: Mechanic. Apply in
person at. Paschall Truck Lines,
see Walt. An equal opportunity
employer.
Wanted: 14 felephone recep-
tionists, no experience
necessary. Both day and even-
ing work. Hourly pay and
bonus- Apply in person after 11
am, Monday, Oct. 8th, Number
5, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Wanted: lady -for alterations.
Apply in person Murray Tailor





at Hopkins Sycamore Service,
811 Sycamore St 
9. Situation Wanted
Wanting to clean houses or of-
fices Call 521-1005. 
Will do babysitting in my home,
daytime, for preschoolers. Call
753-8709. 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Cleanup shop. 30x60, and con-
tents at reduced price! 10
miles east of Murray on
Highway 94. Call 474-2335
after 6 pm.
Exceptional sales opportunity
for qualified, ambitious per-
sons who desire a rewarding
career and a chance for rapid
advancement in management.
Benefits and professional bat&
ing provided. Write Oppor-
tunities, P.O. Box 82. West
Paducah, KY , 42086 or call
443-8879. 
The Poodle Shop, professional
grooming. Pine Point Resort.
Phone 642-1972: 
13. For Sale or Trade 
Will trade nice country home
located near Murphey's pond
on Highway 307 for acreage.
217-864-2580. 
14. Want To Buy 
Old post cards, prefer pre-
1920 Call 753-3221 after 5
pm
Old wicker furniture, good or
repairable. Call 753-3221 after
5 pm. 
Paying $1 each for Kennedy
halves dated 1965 through
1969. 90 per cent, $8. 527-
9139. 
Silver coins, highest prices
paid. 1964 and back coins;
dimes, 87 cents each; halves,
$4.36 each. 1943, 44, 45
nickels, $15 per roll. Silver
dollars (no Ores) $9.25 and -up:
1965 halves, $1.30 each. Don't
forget that old scrap gold and
silver is worth good money. Call
the Silver man, 642-5585.
Price subject to change. 
Wanted to buy: Go-cart,
reasonable and in good shape.
Phone 753-1818 after 5 pm.
Want to buy: older model
Scout, 2 wheel or 4 wheel
drive. Call 414-2361.
King wood burning stove with
thermostat, $100. Also a Poo-
dle puppy for sale. 753-8133. ,
Lock sets., polished brass or an-
tique brass, key in knob sets,
$7.99; passage, $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
10" radial arm saw, Sears self
sharpening 14" chain saw.
492-8840.
PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with Ordinance Number 694 the
following garbage rates will become effective Oc-
tober 1,1979:
RESIDENTIAL
1. Single Family Residence $4.50 per month
2. Duplex Residence and Apartment Houses, each
family 4.50 per month
3. Residence with only one occupant 65 years of age
or older. 3.37 per month
A 121/2•4 PER MUM INCREASE WILL BE APPLIED TO
ALL COMMERCIAL RATES.








An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
aunmennunissi 0000000000 inesmimnissusimunammuemammosermosi 
 innitutin ###### nune
IMMEDIATE OPENING
PLANT NURSE
A local manufacturing company has an
opening for a part time or full time nurse




Available for shift wor








in Paris, Tennessee, is accepting
applications each day at the plan.c.._
guard house. Permanent jobs are
-now available. Applicant must be
willing to work any shift. Ex-
cellent benefits and pay.
An Equal opportunity Employer
'
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_
OLE WANT ADS! BIG PINES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15. Articles For Sale
I- or saie two 15 br: unilug
rocket mags two P215 75R15
glass belted radial snow tires
almost new two 060 14 Scat
ac white letter tires two 15
-ncr, rnag wheels with like
-new 670 rieicuies Honcho 70
L'es like new tour GR7015
'eel beiteo Goodyear tires
•lounted on C'Irail fi factory
eels tc.,r Pontiac tac
tory Raoy wheeLs tor full size
Ar side r ioPs tYCortetlt
Phone :5, '
FL'saiPG i't
ficr. Ca' 1"P' 5 30 pr
3 .263
For sale 30 toois and too:
Pox goo i- condition $500 or
best oftei Call 753-64 o.
-76-2 2401
-•.yrrngton Richardson • mode
ts76 22 caliber pistol.'Carport
10 ft wide 20 tt long Cal
•-• - -
16. Home Furnishings
or e ILI rati 'tine
set good wooden high chair
copper boiler. recliner, AM car
radio small antique spool legg-
ed table All good useable
rtems Call 759-1816 after 4
- Pm 
• Round dining table with 6 mat-.
• ching chairs Call 753-7755
; alter 430 pm
•
•->. Reclining, ,chair fireplace
• screen 3004 inches Call 753-
• 5278
, Stainless steel sinks. double
','ompikrtment 4 hole, self rim-
mmg, $29.99. $39.99. and
$49.99. Wallin Hardware.
' Paris
Three told ritan screen • brand
• new. bargain' Call 753-5688 or
753-4594*
• Washer dryer miscellaneous
Lugs. oact_c_tasts. Call
• 753-2765 after 530 pm. , 
= 18. Sewing Machines 
-- Pfaff atitomatic- sewing
machine, 4 drawer console
cabinet with chair, "cost new
S750. Must sacrifice due to
death. $200. Call evenings,
436-5351 
7 19. Farm Equipment  •
I For -sale: good rubber. tired'
•LA'agon Call 435-4128,
For sale 660 Case combine.
10' bean head. 2 row corn
; head combine in A-1 condi-
tion, Phone 492-8523 
: John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped. in-
cluding Monitor. John Deere
21. disc. John _Deere model
_7.000 planter with monitor,
11 John Deere - chisel plow
John Deere 6 row cultivator.
)orin Deere 15' -harrow, John
Peer? 6x16.plowo John Deere
Lrotary hoe. All equipment one
year old andm brand new con-
dition. Phone 489-2141.
Tractor batteries 6 or 12 volt
3EH or 30H. 2 year guarantee
your choice, $49 99. Exchange
yVailin Hardware. Paris
Wheelbarrows $19 99. $29.99;
39 99 $59.99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
20. Sports Equipment
Remington model 700 special
243 caliber $200 Deer gun
Call /53 4690 or 759-1536
22. Musical
Attention ne and student
for sate e new Selmer




All fuel chimneys. tliple, wall
pipe 6-x30-.418.59,-Lrx30-.
$2999 Installation kit 6".
$27 99. $41 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Complete electric hospital bed
excellent condition. $300 Call
1-527-7026
Chain,saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes. 16-, $10.25. 20-
$11 99: 24- , $14.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Firewood for sale Call 753-
8170 
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19- color
t.v.. warranted. Also a used 25
coloi t v Claytoni-1 & 8 Music
open tI 6 pm 753-7575.
Save up to 90 per cent on
mens, and childrens
fashions. New and like new. We
sell for you and to you: Only
fine quality and cUrrent styles
accepted The Answer. 1407
Main St . Benton. KY. Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm.
Wood for sale $25 per rick for
hickory oak and ash Delivered
in Murray area only Call 753.
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder 
Aluminum extension ladders
14'. $28.88. 16. $31.88: 20',
$45.99. 28'. $70.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Rath tubs, 5 ft. steel white.
$64.99. Colors. $69.99. Wallin
Hardware. Pans.
Mobile home roof coating 5
gallon pail. $26.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams
Southside Shopping Center
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener. Sharpens your chain
like a pro, $11.99. Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
Skil saws. All with 714- cutting
blade. model 553. $29.99.
model 574, $34.99. model








Stack 3 Mosbey s CB .
can talk to Canada a n ,,r
New $150 now- 4-.
8834 
27. Mobile Home Sales
1969 1200 furnished





For sale 2 bedroom • 1 : bath
I2x55 mobile home Furnish-
ed Possibly left on the acre of
and rent tree $5500 Phone
753-7882 or 1-458-8350 atter
5 pm
For sale 1970 Monarch
12x44 gas furnace partially
luinished. pilCed at 17600--
Call 436-2439
1975 Mobile home 12•50 3;1
electric, central heat anc arr
unfurnished inderpinned sh-
ed t v antenna porch $5700
753-2538 after 6 pm
1975 Park, Villa, 1202. air
conditioner and furniture goes.
Already set up $4600 436-
5536
12x60 Richardson 2 bedroom
air conditioned furnished and
underpinned $4000 436-
2430
Two bedroom 12x50 iocated
in Rivena Courts, winterized
underpinned. and furnished
$2800. Call Bob Morris 759-
4496 after 6 pm_ 
12x60 Tyect bedroom all carpet
except kitchen central air, gas
heat partially furniShed Cai
382-2713.
28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom trailer private
lot washer and dryer referenc-
ed person only. Water furnish-




Corbel...ter end Tune." Service
Complete Auto Repair
753-1751
209 S. 7th Street




Littft neaters 40J0 watt 4
taisl, $35 99 Wallin Hard-
wAre Par is
fur sale Franklin stove black
oast irun Call 753-8701
Wood heater attotnatic
ceiuxe cabinet brick lined
cast iron grates and doors. 24'
tire- box $19999 Iwo speed
automatic blower 449 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
31. Want To Rent
Married couple would like to
rent apartment Or duplex 159-
1720
One bedroom - unfurnished
apartment close in Call 753-
:612
three orto.; bedroom house in
country for tam of- 6. MI
5360 Rete,ences Call 1 D.
Miller Murray Housing •
Would iie to •ent 2 bedroom
noose 1r Murray Call 753-
0343
Wou'c 1.1+e to rent 3 or 4
bedroom house in Murray area
Dr Hayman 75.3-6642 or 901-
241-3992
Want to rent 2 bedroom apart-
ment have references Call
743-0591,er 753-3226
32Ap-its-jai-Rent 
Apartment for rent 9 months
remaining on lease. 2
bedrooms stove refrigerator.
dishwasher $200 per month
753-0934 after 4 pm
Nice two Pedroorr apartment
641 South Best references on -
492-8634
Small f,ornisliPc apartment
single only Ino,..ire 10.0 So
13th
Three rooms catn aria utirity
furnished or unfurrishee Mar-




HAIRCUT 51.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
Ift lasaM 1 haw ma pane ca 153 MIS me ay maw. *my Pak Same
HORN BUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Malmo Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed,




A local manufacturing concern has im-
mediate openings for Production Super-
visory Personnel, with experience in
machining and/or assembly operation.
This is a growing company offering out-
standing fringe benefits and salary. Send
confidential resume and salary
requirements to: Industrial Relations
Manager, P.O. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242.




Don Kilcoyne owner of the University Barber
Shop, would like ,to take this opportunity to
thank each and everyone of his customers for
their patronage
,an_ipvites you to come by for precisioni hair
cutting and styling












As a member of Multipinetisting Service,
our agents are anxious to show you any





REDUCED- REDUCED! Don't miss this ex-
cellent opportunity to be the owner of a new two
bedroom brick home located on a large lot in the
country for only ;30,000. Fully carpeted, lots of
cabinets, double garage.
"GREAT POSSIBILITIES for this 2 acre tract
with over 400 feet of road frontage on highway
230 directly across from the proposed golf course




EXTRA LARGE LOT over 300 feet deep gives
you room to enjoy privacy in the city, three
bedroom, 2 bath living room plus den and built-in
kitchen and lots of storage. Call today for an ap-
pointment to move you into this cheerful home.
Two excellent building lots inside city limits and ,
city school system with sewer and paved street.
-
32. Apts. For Rent
f ur rent I bedroom duplex
apartment in Murray 492
8225
33. Roomilar Rent
Rooms for rent, one block trom
University $10 per month
753 1812 or /594909
34. Houses For Rent
For rent 2 bedroom house with
central air and heat pump 20
miles west of Murray Call 474
2337
Two bedroom house near
Panorama Shores Call 436 ?
2266
Two bedroom house 641 Nor-
th. electric , heat, carpeted.
family only No pet $165
753-3942
-





ideal for s,or.ng house full of .
furniture cors antiques
business overflows etc.










For sale Doberman puppies
AKC Gleason Tennessee 901-
648-5424
Loveable Peek-a Poo s 3L7
months old 550 753-8744
'One femae registered.
Bloodhound and 3 registered
Pups 4 months old ,For sale
cheap' 753-3723 • . 
41:115-ratice
Sweet potatoes. Centennial, for
sale $6 per bushel 17 mile off
highway 94 at Pilot Oak, sign
on road Enarles Singleton,
376-5155
41. Public Sale
Carport sale Saturday, from 8
ttl 5 pm .at .311 South 16th
1. car seats baby
stn' - )ther items, small
me•!, large women's
cro" es 76 inch bicy-
• - • •.> and ends
FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD -
Peaceful country living is your guarantee if you -
purchase this three bedroom home West of -
Murra.y..ALtraCtile_home at an attractive. price.
Call us today.
You have been looking for a place to put your
mobile home? A convenient lot close to town and
schools on paved road with city water and all the
utilities installed, ready to hook to? W6 have it -




•• 8 til 5
• lamps. and baby
Carport :a- Friday and Satur-
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china cabinet
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Porch sale, rain or shine Many
plants. some -in hanging
baskets 606 South 9th St .
horn 8 til 6. Saturday
Itaree family yard sale. Satur
day and Sunday. October 6th
and 7th. 3 miles east of New
Concord on highway 444
Glassware riding lawn mower,
ladders. t.v . and clothes
Watch for signs
Two family yard sale. at Stella
Trailer Court, 9 til Saturday
only.
Yard sale at 804 South '9th
Street, friday. October 5th. 1
til dark: Saturday October 6th,
7,30 - til 5. Household items.
toys. electric fireplace logs,
bicycle rack, children and
adult clothing
Yard sale Saturday. October
6th from 9 am til 5 pm at 514
Broad
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
Highway 280 lust past East
school, follow signs.
Yard sale all day Saturday
1627 Loch Lomond
Yard sale. Saturday. October
6.th,-9 30 5, 1504 Johnson
Jeans, shirts, stuffed toys,
many other items. Cheap'
Yard sale 1106 Lashspur. Drive,
Gatesborough Saturday 8.01 4
Picnic table small furniture.
appliances Butte knit sizes 8
and much More Cancelled if
rains
Yard sale, Saturday October
6th. Household items. furniture -
including woad swivel' chair
clothes and collectables 1702
Magnolia .
Yard sale. Saturday Two
church pews plants dishes
clothes antique dresser.
assorted items In Ktrksey se-
cond house on right past 464
Sponsered by the Locust Grove
Nazerene Chulch young people
9 am tli 7
Yard sale, 414 North 8th St 8
til 5. Saturday and Sunday
Canceled if rains
YARD SALE, Satur-
day, October 6th, 160,6
Sunset Blvd., 9 a.m. til
? , Clothes, toys,









v as es etc.
Yard sale. Saturday only rain
or shine Women's leans all
new party clothes long gowns
_ coats, Avoa, loy.s._ciatains- lots
of odds and ends Don't. miss
this one good -prices' 147
Riveria Coorts
43.. Real Estate _
Brand new 2 bedroom 1 bath.
built-in appliances city water
and sewer nice size lot Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
43. Real Estate
A real cream pcil One of
those hard to find 4 bedroom
homes loaded with extras and
perfectly charming Unique kit-
chen with Islam:: and builtins
Owner will consider trade in
town To see this one cal 151
1492 Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Choice building site of over five
acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin KY and Ken-
tucky lake Restricted, to homes
only Slope facing south
suitable for solar energy ,type
home Priced at only $6250
Financing available John C
Neubauer Realtor 1111
Sycamore, Murray 753-0101 or
753-7531
Executive home 5 bedrooms, 3
baths, famik room Extras
galore' in this energy saving
home Beautiful wooded lot
Heatc, pump. automatic roof




clad thermo doors beautiful
kitchen cabinets. electric
garage door ,opener Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1707
For sale cleanup and body
shop Stadium View Drive Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
From the entrance toyer to file
tile patio. this home is built for
living Plush carpeting
throughout the living room. 3
bedrooms, and spacious den'
featuring a wood burning,
fireplace with heatolator Only
one year old To see this giner
spot in the country call Span .
Realty Associates, 153-7_724
Great location' 204 South 9t.!
St Convenient to hospital di,,L
tori town. shopping and chuf
ches Living room kitchen .•
bedrooms and bath Roof
one year old Neat. Order- horn,
Listed at $32 006 Shroa
Waldrop Real Estate 75 1:.
1707
Just a little redecorating can
make this little house a great
home 3 bedroom. 1' 1- story
frame Conveniently
located Priced so that anyone
., can afford it._,S12.500._.Call
753-1492 for an appointment









water and sewer Priced from
$3000 to S5Q00 Call Purcior,
& Thurman 753-4451
S-as-e 4-3 500, .-:Owner rums
sell', This home is almo,„•
maintenance free Beautiful
paneled inside and brick ou
side Large lot with fenceri
backyard convenient kitchen
that has it all -All the- nest of
less Call 753-1492 Offered by




'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ree Delis rrs un Prem. options in (ii Limits
ANTIQUE AUCTION
Sunday, October 7, 1979 at 1:30 p.m. in Union City,
Tenn. Everett-Stewart Airport, 2 miles east of Union
City on Nay. 22. Look for sips.
PARTLIAL LISTING ONLY
Bronze Pen Tray signed Tiffany .8C Co., Oak 66 Inch
,S-Roll top desk with raised panels, Old Round Oak
table with claw feet in mint condition, Set of 6 Oak
Spindle-back chairs with cane bottoms, Set of 4 Oak
Chairs with laced cane, Large Oak stand table with
claw and ball feet, Oak Hi-Back bed, Oak washstand
with mirror and towel rack, Oak Hi-Boy Chest with
serpentine front & beveled mirror, Good Oak
Dresser with serpentine front &- beveled mirror,
Four stack Oak Bookcase with drawer in base,
Refinished Oak Kitchen Cabinet, Double Pressed
Back Oak Spindle-back 'rocker, Serpentine rrimt
Oak Buffet with mirrored top, Oak Student Roll top
desk, Old Round Oak Coffee Table, Oak library desk
with raised panels and bookcase sides, Rare Oak
telephone desk for old crank telephone, Small Oak
two drawer filing cabinet, Large Oak Filing Cabinet
with 40 drawers, Oak fireplace mantel, Fancy 3-
piece walnut Victorian bedroom suite, Walnut side-
lock chest with six drawers, Walnut baby cradle
with pedal rocker in mint condition, Set of four
walnut Victorian chairs with laced cane backs &
bottoms, Super walnut stand table with rope twist
legs, Solid Walnut breakdown wardrobe, Old Brass
Bed, Small Pine Corner cupboard, Mahogany Roll
Top Desk;Stained Glass, Unusual Cut Glass Pit-
cher, Old Pattern Reg, Lots-af -small items too
numerousto mention.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
R & R ANTIQUES
Martin, Tennessee 901-511-4395






home on large lot just






for an appointment to
view this choice
property.' Priced in the
70's. •
Leave your cares behind when
you close the double doors into
the foyer of this spotless 3
bedroom home Outside you
can enjoy L-the nice redwood
deck and be assured of privacy
by the many mature trees in
the back yard Call Spann Rea,
ty Associates for appkintment
753-7724
Quality plus in this- fine holt*
in Cantebury, 4 bedrooms 2
baths. living room family tour,
with fireplace and seperate
rec room Marble baths, Lee
and Moriicello carpets natural
wood paneling central;inter•
corn and vacuum . systems
9rnohe and tire detectois loo







Liuutri -...111 'Peet You Can
find lots of property available
along 12th_ Street. bit you
can't find a better than this
15.000 sq ft lot including a 5
bedroom house priced in the
54-0 s Greatest investment
potential kp town' Check this
one by calling. Spann Realty
Associates /53-7724
Three bedroom. PI baths liv-
ing room, kitchen and den 'city
water and sewer, single garage
with concrete drive on
Westwood Subdivisioo For








to purchase your own




division ' has 3
bedeooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
nanque features which
do "provide an unusual
home buying op-
portunity. Priced in
upper 160's. Call Kop-
perud Realty 753-1222
for ail the infonnation.
*** ************
*
* Fri. & Sat. Night Special *





All You Can Eat 
*
* Includes French Fries, Cole *
* Slaw 8 Hush Puppies * 1
*Southside Restaurant ** ** So. 12th St. Bes de 8(2,4 00 Mu, ray Branch *
Nrs: Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. ti 9 p.m.
* Sun. 7 a.m. tot p.m. *
****************
 DEMONSTRATORS
1979 Cadillac Eldorado, loaded.
•
2-1979 Oldsmobile 98 Regencys, 4 door, loaded.
1979 Toronado deisel, loaded.
1979 Bonneville Brougham, 4 door, loaded.-
1979 Trans Ann. T-Top, loaded.
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, blue,
23,000 miles, like new.
1978 Pontiac Firebird, silver. ,4 speed, 20,000
miles.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, silver, new tires, ex-
cellent condition.
1975 Ford LTD, 2 door, brown, new car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile 88 floyale,.4 door, white and red,
extra clean.
1974 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, double power and
air.
1973 Dodge Polara Custom 4 door, double power
and air.
1973 Cadillac, 4 door, 22,000 miles, one owner,
like new.
1973 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door, doublerpower and
air.
1973 Oldsmobile 98 LS, 4 door, 50,0(10 miles, one
owner.
1973 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser Wagon, double
power ari$1 a ir.
1971 Pontiac Grand Prix, double polaer and air.
1971 Buick Electra, 4 door, extra clean, new car
trade in.
1968 Firebird convertible, yellow, new top, new
paint job.

























































410 PUT IT IN THE
-43-Aker:state
Three bedroom cedar cabin,
Panorama Shores. with
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451.
Three bedroom, 3 bath home
den with fireplace fenced in
yard, city school district Call











A i Just listed...1N acres I
i.„ with double, wide i












home. The double wide
has I bedrooms, 2
baths, central gas heat
and central electric
air. Also large red-
wood deck, several out
buildings, fruit trees,
and strawberry patch.







392 N. TM St
43. Reg  Estate
Tired of a busy city7 Come see
this lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with lots of fresh country
air' Plus a 24 x 24 family room
with built-in cabinets and book
shelves.. More details are
available by calling 'Judy at
753-1492...0ffered by Loretta
lobs Realtors.
Two bedroom house and three
acres on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New Concord. Priced at
only $13,000. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St.. Murray. 753-
:0101 or 753-7531..
44. Lots For Sale
Shaded Kentucky lake
180x200 corner lot in Deer-
wood [states. 753-8705
Two lots, 100x210 each,
Duiguid Drive, zoned R-4, city
water end sewer, $7500 each
153-5744.
Wooded lot. 1.6 acres, 2 miles
out Concord road. City water
zoned for home. $9000. Phone
753-8715 from 9 til 5, after 5
pm, 753-3428' 
46. Homes Forlali-
A 3 bedroom house with 2 full
Paths, including a sunken
shower, carport. black top
drive. 4 out buildings. 5 apple
trees, grape vine, large dog
pen, electric .heat. 90 per cent
carpet. 14 acres garden spot,




Grand Opening of our New Addition
Just received 4 tractor-trailer loads
COMPARE QUALITY It PRICE
-SEEING IS BELIEVING!
-12-ft-kitchen prints  sq. yd 83.95
12ft. hi lo shag, rubber back sq yd. 83.95
MANY STYLE S& WLORS
12 ft. hi lo shag, rubber back
MANY NEW (MARS
12 ft. commercial type tones, rubber
back 
12 & 15 ft. rubber back tweeds 
12 ft. jute back hi lo shag 
12 ft. jute back hi lo shag, saxony shag-
many colors 
12 ft. hi lo shag, saxony shags & plush shags.
300 rolls to choose from by big name mills
. . $6.49 to $6.95 sq.yd. ' --
nd rolls measured and standing around
wall reduced as much as $2.00 yd. Out of
Regular Stock
'cash may ao cheeks you haul
1) 
Many. Many St les and Colors Fine Carpet 
2ft. plush, plush, shag, many colors & styles.
are to carpet selling for twice this amount.
ONLY $8.95 sq. yd.
(45. Yd. Off If You Take Full Roll.)
It" Foam Pad..  yd
 sq. yd $4.95
PASCHALL 8 SON
Dpea 6 days a ••••1. 8 S Phone 801498 9133
8 ke.4, so," p4 tAx.ar 5, or, Hwy 64 1
)==3.1K==14
Sparkling 3 bedroom home offered through Kop-
perud Realty. Good location - reasonable price -
Low 30's. Phone the friendly staff at 753-1222 for
full time real estate service.
46. Homes For Sale
By owner 2 bedroom home
Call 437-4386
House for sale by owner 3
bedroom, family 100171, formal
dining room, fireplace. natural
gas, double lot. Only 15
minutes from campus. 753-
3461 or 1-443-9628.
47. Motorcycles
1975 Honda MR-175 Must sell
now. Runs good and looks
good. 753-6863.
1979 Honda CX-500 Call after
5 pm 753-725? 
48. Auto. Services
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp. $29.99, ex-
change 60 month guarantee.







209 S. 7th Street
49. Used tars
1957 Chevy. 4-door, 210, 6
cylinder. ss, fair body, ex-
cellent tires, good motor. Call
753-6429 after 5 pm.
1917 Caprice Chevrolet. 4-door,
2-tone paint all equipment
20,000 miles, spare never us-
ed Call 498-8739,
1971 Duster. 2-door, 6 cylinder.
automatic, good transportation
$595 T803 College Farm Road
Extra clean 1974 Chevrolet
Caprice,, one owner. 753-1266
or 753-3943
1976 Ford, Granada. good on
gas. low, mileage. excellent
condition, must sell. 753-2677.
1977 Grand Pfli Li, 36.000 ac-
tual miles, fully loaded. $4750
Call 753-9710.
1979 Honda Accord IX 5-
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing. $6,900. Call 753-2266.
'Certainly I remember the five-cent beer.
remember the 25-cent haircut, too." 
49. Used t'ars  50-.1-1sed Truck 
1370 -Buick LeSabre, power Beat the gasoline rip-off. Own a
and air, $650. Call 753-0612. 1979 Ford pickup converted to
low-cost L-P gas. Factory new
conversion kit . Use either gas
or L-P. Truck still under war-
ranty; 753-8592
1979 Mercury Bobcat, air con-
ditioning, power steering-, -
13,000 miles. Call 474-2257.
1971 Olds. Cdoor, excellent
condition, one owner. $1300.
Call 153-9133.
1971 Plato. automatic. 4
cylinder. $250. 1972 El
Camino. Call 753-6837.
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383.
excellent running condition
Must sell 153-2611
1973 Pontiac Ventura, 2-door,
7,900 actual miles, 6 cylinder
automatic. 753-7523. ,
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
extras plus a new set of tires.
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217.
Torino Cobra, rare breed, 1971,
351 Cleveland. power steering,
air conditioned, new paint.
radials. 345-2159 after '5:30
pm.  .
1971 VW Squareback, ex-
cellent condition, good tires,
$1350.. Call 759-4607 after 5
pm.
'1910 VW stationwagon, good
condition. 1974 Chevrolet
pickup. Custom Cab. 6 cylinder
straight shift, good condition,
low mileage. Call 431-4289.
VW bug, excellent condition
and gas mileage. Call after 5
pm. 753-2395.. ,
1971 Vega.- Also a- pool table
Call 767-2016 or 753-6054.
1974- Vega Hatthback,
automatic. good condition,
good tires, $950. 1975 Ford -




1974 Chevy C-65. 427 engine
5-speed spicer with 2 speed ax-
le perfect condition 615-232-
7404
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with or without







Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.




We are now open in our new location on
121 at the County line. (Formerly
Higgens Grocery).
OPENING SPECIAL
8-16 oz. Pepsi or Mountain Dew
Only $1.39




Never put off tomorrow
what you can do today...
RN and LPN positions available now for full
and part time.
'Competitive salaries with shift dif-
ferencial
•4 Wk. orientation plus staff development
'Excellent benefits
And you can Join RCN Today!
Write or Call Collect










We provide assistance locally




105 N. 12th Street
753-8080
For Brochure of available homes
anywhere in the United States.
Call Toll Free
1-800-438-5132 Ext. KY 221







CJ-5. six cylinder, 1975 model,
$3000. Gall 901-241-5123.
1972 Chevrolet Custom 10
Deluxe, new shocks. „new tie
rods, new traosmission, extra
sharp. $1850 753-9880 after
5 pm. --
1979. -CJ-5 Renegade, white
with blue strips power steer-
ing. positive track, lock out
hubs,- pejfect condition.
$6950. 75316802 or 753-7108..
1976 Chevrolet Scottsdale
pickup, automatic, power,
42.000 miles excellent condi-
tion $2890 Call 489-2595
1976 Ford var. 6 cylinder stan-
- dard. $2250 1961 Ford van. 6
cylinder automatic. $395.
.Phone 759-1801. y
1973 Ford Rancheio, good con-
dition power and air, with top-
per. $1250. -1973 Chevrolet
,Luv, 4-speed $1450. Call 489-
2595
1969 GMC. new 427 engine,
live tandum with new leader
spreader bed. 615-232-7404.
1978.Suzuki PE-175 dirt bike.
$550. Also a 4978 Silverado
Chevrolet pickup, power S.B.,
A.W ;tilt wheel, new tires, AM-
FM, 34 ton Silver color, price
$5600. Phone 492-8425. •





repair 'On all brands. Winter
storage available. - Hitches,
parts, and accessories. White's
Camper Sales. Highway 94
East, Murray. KY. 753-0605,




Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck, in good con-
dition. $600 C3I1 492-8515.
52:1-3oats and Motors
1978 Bomber fish-speed boat
trolling motor depth finder,
power trim and tilt custom
trailer $4:E 436-2341.
FOR SALE
Good 15' aluminum, runabout,
milk 85 h,p Mercury outboard,
comes complete with trailer,
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
3 life jackets Call 153-1916.
ask for Karen between 1 cm.
& 3 p.m. 52.600.
For sale 1977 16 ft. Hydra-
Sport bass boat with 1977 150
hp Mercury motor. Call 489-
2195 after 5 Pm
For sale: 1978 16' VIP with
1977 135 hp lohnson. Can be
seen at Darnell Marine or call
753-9640 after 7 pm,
18' Sailboat selfrighting, un-
sinkable with trailer and motor.
$2500 436-510..
53. Services-Mt-61d
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and








Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-









Bess s MoDile Hant Late ser-
vice Watering, fertilizing pest
control, trouble shooting
repotting. propagation Regular
visits. Call 492-8857 or 436-
2667.
Can't get those sm%11 lobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry. pain-
ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
fobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm
Carpentry'. service Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565'
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements.. driveways.
Walks, patios, st4ps, free
estimates. 753-5476. .
Complete tax and bookkeeping
services. Phone David Keller 'at
753-8918.
Carpet clearung, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can r remove
stumps up to....24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdu$t
and Chips: Call for freei
estimate, Steve ShaW 75-
9490 or Bob Kemp 43-4t3.
f
For your chain link{
needs,; contact Montgbmert
Ward.' Fr irtes, 753
1966! 11 jj
53. Services Offered
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for bee
estimates for your needs
For your home alterations
repair and remodeling also
new homes and commercial
call 753-6123 •
For hire with operator' case
backhoe, light bulldozer. light
crane, 45' boom, aerial bucket
truck. 28'. Reasonable rates. 7
Day Building Systems (502)
474-2718.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters install* per
your specifications. Ca$ 4ears,
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Have'youa driveways white-rock-
ed- before had weather, free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
153-5829 after 4 pm. 
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save ofiltaese high heating and
cooling bills- Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag,bmilt also have any type
of, brow) Or white Pea gravel -




Front end alignment, frame
service, tire balancing, we
service large trucks.
753-1751
209 S. 7th Street
41.
5-33e-films offered-- -51 Urvices Offered 
Kens Lawnmower and chain-
' 
Paper hanging and interior
saw repair. 718 Sduth 4th Fast painting Call 431-4611 
service 753-7400 Termite& You spend thousands
of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
Aire. Have your home treated
now! 753-3914, Kelley's Ter-
mite & Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray. KY Over







Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallatkitt, will do plumbing,













753.4i24 or 753 6969
Will lay carpet Free estimates
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm
Will do housework. Call 753-
3071. 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or tittle
Morgan Construction Co .
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah."
KY 42001-;or call day or night.,
1-442-7026.
Wrtt --do housework. Can 153-
0552 or 436-5331. 
56. Free Column
Free kittens. Call 753-8265.
Gray and white male kitten




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.









Family home ind all possessions
destroyed by fire. Desperately needs to
sell lot. Lot is 100x240 on highway 280. Ap-
proximately 3 miles from town. Septic
system, e1ectric4, telephone all ready
for immediate hook up. Priced at $4800
for quick sale. Call Mr. Spurlock at 753-
7724.
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can Take money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How cay you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is Open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of mifbney you can save is determined only by the amount
of-advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Cali 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
p.





For Mrs. Ella Ross
The funeral for Mrs. -Ella
Ross will be held Saturday at 1
p ni. at the Mt. Horeb Freewill
Baptist Church, Walnut
Street. Murray, with the 2ev.
Richard Drevi officiating.
Burial il1 follow in the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery at
Alum ith the arrangements
1) the Rutledge Funeral
Home. Special visitation will
be from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
.14-might Ftidavm at the
church.
Mrs. Ross, 90, a resident of
509 North First Street,
Murray. died Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Born March
16. 1889, in Calloway County.
she was the daughter of the
late Charlie and Liza Mealone.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Dean Keys
-and Mrs. Frances Sledd,
Murray; one son, Aaron Ezell
I ittleton, Cairo. five
L;randehildren—Jimmy
Taylor, Cairo. IU., Arlene
Keys. Verna Mae Keys, and
Mary Kathryn Dumas, all of
Paducah, and Ella Carter, St.
Louis, Mo.; 19 great grand-
-children; two 'great great
randchildren:.one nephew
J. Gobel Wilson Is
Dead At Age Of 77;
Funeral Saturday
Word has been received of
the death of J. Gobel Wilson,
.77, formerly of Murray, who
died Thursday at 5:30 a.m. at
his home . in 'Harper Woods,
. Mich.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Erwin Wilson,
Harper Woods, Mich.; one
daughter, Mrs. - -Robert
Vaughn. East Detroit, Mich.;
sister, Mrs.. Norton Foster,
and sister-in-law, Mrs. Hub




The funeral will be held
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Peters Funeral













The spokesman said a list of
—• - items-- taken from,
residence is not complete. He
added the incident is currently
under investigition. •
McIntosh said most items
c, taken were small, that could





Mrs. Ruth A. Watson of
Farniinton Route 1, ColdWater
Comniunity • died Thursday at
5:25 p.m. at I,ourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was 68' years of
age.
The deceased was married
to Rex Manon Watson on Dec.
25, 1937, and he preceded her
in death on June 6, 1969. His
birthdate was Sept. 4, 1907.
Mrs. Watson. born-Jan. 16,
1911. Was the daughter of the
late Noah Pendergrass and
!Attie Pullen Pendergrass.
She vk as a member of the
Coldwater Church of Christ.
Survivors include two
sisters, ,Mrs. Bun Harlan
Mary Fran) Hughes,
Mayfield Route 7, Backiisburg
Community. and Mrs. Perry
(Kathleen) Grant, West
Covitia,, Calif . three-brothers,
Novil and Flavil Pendergrass,
Murray Route 1. and James
Pendergrass, Mayfield;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with John
Hoover officiating -Burial will
follow in the Coldwater
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The Blood River ,Baptist
Church will . feature The
Uplifts at the gospel singing to
. be held Sunday, Oct. 7, at 2
p.m. at the church, according
to the pastor, the Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy, who invites the
public to attend.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with worship at 11 a.m.
on Sunday. A basket dinner
will be served at noon before
the afternoon gospel singing.
Rev. Billy Turner
Is Church Speaker
--Tee Rev, Billy Turner,
pastor of the Slaking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Oct. 7, at
the church.
Bun Wilkerson, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services. „
Special music at the Mor-
ning service will be by the
Church Choir, and at the
evening service by the Youth
Choir. Tommy Scott is
director- of with SuAe
Scott as pianist and Judy
Hughes as organist.
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m. and _ Church Training
with Randy Herndon as
director will be at 6 p.m.
TRAVEL EGYPT-HOLYLAND
NOV. 13-24, 11 DAYS
OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY TOUR
July 13-28, 1389, 16 Days, Tour Limited
Visiting NOLUND, GERMANY, AUSTRIA,
ITALY/3 nights in ROME `k
8149500/
IT
SPAIN-PORTUSAL-MOROCCO 16 Days April 13









Bible Classes  10:00a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m.
6.00 p m.




South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
GB PIAIN CH ROAD
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 1:30 Ail.
WNBS RADIO (1340)' '
Searching the 'Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7




The Miracle of Sharing"
will be the subject of the
-sermon. 4 the Rev_....EL E_
Rabatin, pastor, at the 10:45
a.m. wohhip services on
Sunda}, Oct. 7, at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray. His
scripture will be from Mark
6:32-44.
Morning worship will in-
clude the Sacrament of Holy
Communion in celebration of
World Communion Sunday.
Lisa Slater will direct the
ehoir as they sing the anthem,
:'Hear My Prayer, 0 God,"
with Terri Miller as organist.
. Church School will be at 9:30
aani Sunday.
A Stewardship Dinner,
potluck style, will be served at




week will include a Bazaar
orksl.r.y at 7 p.m. at the
church on Oct. 8, worship
committee meeting at 7 p.m.
on Oct. 9, and a session






United Methodist Church will
celebrate the sacrament of
The Lord's Supper at its 10:45
a.m. worship service on
Sunday,' Oct. 7, World Com-
muniofi Sunday. '
The sermon by the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Paul Blanken-
ship, will be entitled "For
Sinners Only." The pastor,
invites thepublic to attend and
to receive this. holy
sacrament.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
Lurine Cooper, will sing "0
Love Divine" with Mrs.
Olivene Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
• a.m., Evening Worship
featuring a study of the
Parables of Jesus at 6:30 p.m.,




Holy Eucharist' services will
be held at 9:45 a.m. on Sun-
day, Oct. 7, at the St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach 'Streets, Murray, with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport,
vicar of the church, in charge
of the services.
Lay readers will be Steve
Hale -a,nd _Claudia Mo9re.
Serving as acolytes will be
Brian Doyle, Samar Mahfoud,
and Ben Moore. In charge of
the nursery will be Joan Brun.
Church School and Adult





Second graders at Robertson School have been involved in a unit study designed to
help each child recognize his individuality and to help him become aware of and
respect the feelings of others. The final actimity was a result of an art lesson by art
teacher Virginia Piech. Each child and teacher designed and made a T-shirt which pic-
tured himself and the T-shirt were worn on Friday. In photo are: from left, Hanna
Shapla, student teacher Dorothy McNary and Eric Thomas.
4
Utility Ad Restrictions Seen
As Private Rights Intrusion
By NY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer--
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) --
The Kentucky Press
- Association has denounced as
unwarranted government
intrusion the state rekulations
which restrict advertising by
public'utilares.
"This is one more example
of government intruding on
private rights without
justification," said Paul Mick
of Marion, a weekly publisher
who is KPA president
Mick sent letters of com-
plaint to two regulatdry
commissions and the ,major
Liubt'Inatorial nominees
Ovine-rat John V. Brown Jr
and Repubhcantome-Nunn.
The .regulations, 1A-hA took




for advertisements in all
media except for specific
goals whic'h the state will
permit. .
The-general guide is that the-
afivertisements must Ce
shown to produce a material
benefit for the ratepayers.
"The burden of proof is
mistakenly thrown upon iiur
businesses to prove these are
legitimate expenses, and
that's backwards," Mick said.
He sent letters also ui the
chairmen of the state enero•
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, Oct. 6, at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the Fellow
Craft degree, according to
Larry Roberts, master of the
lodge, who invites all Fellow
Craft Masons to attend.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oc-
tober 5, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 701 Est. 1000 Barrows &
Gilts steady to .25 higher Sows mostly
$1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.  535.00-35.75
US 2200-240 Its 334.75-35.50
US 3-3 240-250 lbs.  334.00-34.75
US 2-4 350-260 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 126.003.00
US 1,3 300-150 57700-30.00
US 1-3 45040016s. 52800-30.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. =nano° few 32.00
US 2-3 300,500 lbs.  :26.00-77.00
Boars 24 00-25 50
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to The Mur-
ray Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan (Orli , of Murray. are as
follows
Industrial Average   • 7 14
Air Products  33,4 uric
American Motors I +
Ashland   347* 4-1
American Telephone S5+. unc
Bonanza 3/484A
flrysler •
Ford Motor 424 unc
GAF. 11 +%
General Care 15% +%
General Dynamics 47% +4
General Motors 1145i +10




1.13 1St W +lit
lento 30%B 21%A
K Mart 25% -34
Penn wait 3304 .04




Yiendis  - - -14%114%4
regulatory and utility
regulatorycommissions.
"We have appealed to the
future governor to use his
authord to halt this sort of
interference," Mick said.
"KPA will not be satisfied
until these regulations have
been revriked."




They permit those which
convey safety information,
help customers reduce their
bills, furnish facts to
educational institutions and
legal advertisements man-
dated by regulations' or
commission orders.
In addition, telephone
utilities are permitted to
advertise methods of holding
down.basic service costs, such
a's- purchasing one's own
telephone in .a store and
'calling during offpeak hours.
Compensation . . .
_i_Dentinued m Page One
same opport nity for ad-
vancement as efore tbe in-
jun'.
This has' been\ a key coin-
plaint of "businessmen and
industrialists, whe say that
the current meth4authorizes
continued payments to a
worker who resumes his *post
and is not hampered at all by
an injury.
Rep. James Bruce, D-
Hopitinsville, who offered the
plan to the conunittee, said
that workmen's compensation
in Kentucky paid out $66
million last year for per-
manent partial disability
while Tennessee had only a $23
million expense "and that tells
Turfgrass Meeting
To Be Held Oct. 9-10
Grounds managers, laun




gather Oct. 9. and 10 IN
Owensboro for the annual
Kentucky Turf grass ir,-
ferente.
Some 31 speakers will cover
almost all aspects of turfgrai,
management during the tuo..
day session; according to A .1
Powell Jt., Extension




The College Republican. ,4
Murray State Universit .1
hold a carwash at Bhur.,
laundry at 13th and Va
Streets beginning at 10
Saturday, Oct. 6. .
The cost of the carv,a,i, is
$2. Money earned will
toward club activities.
College of Agriculture.
The program includes a
description of new products
labeled the turf, proven
management techniques, the
latest in management
research and many 'other
topics relating to the lawn
service industry..
• Also featured will be an
exhibit of the, latest turf
equipment and products.
, Powell said the conference
will be helpful to county
agricultural Extension
agents, nurserymen and
garden' store "operators who
are involved in making lawn
and turf recommendations.
The conference is being
sponsored by the Kentucky
Turfgrass Council. Powell is
chairman of the 1979 con-
ference program committee.
Registration will start at
7:30 a.m. Oct. 9 at Executive
Inn-Rivermont where the
conference will take 'place.
Participants should Make
their own arrangements for
accommodations, Powell said.
11/4 hour !rip on beautiful Ky. Lake Satur-
day and Sunday Only. 2 p-m-
KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
4110
•
you the whole story."
For permanently disabled
workers, Clapp recommended
what in effect would be an
increase.
Instead of receiving
twothirds of the average state
wage, he said, the per-
manently injured employee
should get two-thirds of his or
her salary, with a 4250 weekly
limit.
Clapp said the permanent
partial disability aspect is the
crux of the issue over work-
men's compensation because
such benefits account for 63
percent of the premiums paid.
On hand as an observer was
Seim Ed O'Daniel, D-
SpAingfield, whose bill to
, overhaul the workmen's
compensation system died in
committee during the 1978
session.
O'Daniel said the wage loss
concept must be included in
new legislation if premiums
are to be reduced. That is a
method under which, instead
of a lump sum payment, an
injured worker is com-
pensated only for actual
wages lost until he or she
returns to the job.
Labor went on record in
opposition to what Leonard
"Scotty" Smith, executive
secretary of the Kentucky
State AFL-CIO, called the
"emasculation" of permanent
partial disability.
He said the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce and
the insurance industry are
joining to eliminate the wage
loss concept and added:
"Crocodile tears have been
shed over the allegation that
Industry is being driven from
Kentucky because of Ken-
tucky's compensation law.




Jerrald W. Chandler of
Clinton, who as a free lance
photographer has taken
pictures of important visitors
and events in the Jackson
Purchase for more than thirty
years, has presented a
collection of 140 of his photos
to the Pogue' Special Collec-
tions Library at Murray State
University. Included in the
collection are photographs of
Presidents Truman and
Kennedy, Gov. George A.
Wallace- of Alabama,
Governors Wendell Ford and
Julian Carroll of Kentucky,
historic buildings, old fire-
fighting equipment, and
events such as county fairs
and civic celebrations.
The photographs were
presented to Dr. Keith M.
Heim, Head of Special
Collections at Murray State,
at a meeting of the Clinton
Rotary Club on September at




"The photos depict not only
notables such as presidents
and governors, but also the
ordinary man on the street,
.,showing his concerns and
diversions. Thus, they form a
record of the history and life of
this area and represent a
valuable addition to our
collection," Heim said. As
soon as the collection can be
processed, the photos will be
placed on temporary display
at the Pogue Library, he
added.
Jerrald ChandjOr presents photographs from his
collection t.,. Or. Keith M. Heim, Head of Special
Collections 'at Murray State University, at a recent
meet not the Rotary Club at Clinton.
rCorrections & Amplifications.The address of J. D. Pace in the recently publishedobituary of his father, Frank Pace, was listed as 501
Chestnut Street. Murray, due to information supplied by
the funeral home. Pace has since reported to the
newspaper that his address is Route 1, Sandoval: Ill.
• • •
A recent story concerning a discrimination suit filed
against a local skating rink placed the incident in question
in the wrong time frame due to a reporter's error. The in-
cident at the skating rink occurred in February rather .
than during the summer as reported in the story.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error Of need for .. .
difirkaf PIO please call 753-1900.




Rust and tan, power steering and brakes,





CENUIAL MOTORS MARS OWITJON
Keep (hat Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617




3 5 % Discount
Call
Coles Construction Inc.
753-3897
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